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Ab stract

We e¡amine the asymptotic behsviour of tvo "generalized Airy
functions",

fx¡+

I tn
+ (X)

(l) P(r,y)= erpl i(tr/4 * ttzl?,+ ytll dt

Ql Q(x, y, z) = erpl i(tsl5 * ttgl3 r ytz12 + a)l dr,

ül

for large values of their parameters. In the ffise of ( I ), the so -

called Pearcey function, we develop tn tsymptotic erpansion of
P(r,y) which remains uniformly valid near the caustic
,{ll * 27yz =g.

For the latter integral, ve discuss its csustic, and obtain

ssynptotic erpansions which are uniformly valid nesr the caustic

aslrl*lyl*lzl+ +æ.

In obtaining rhe asympmtics of P an<l Q, we make use of both
cubic and quartic changes of variables. While the use d a cubic

change of variables is vell - knovn, the quartic transformation,

f(r)=z'/4-çttz+!z+B,(3)

used in the uniform exBånsion of (2), presents difficulties not found
in the cubic transformation: first, the critic¿l points of the right
hand side of (3) are complicated functions of the úsefficients Ë and

4 second, the eoefficients Ë , rl, snd I are not easily erpressed in
terms of the known function f at its ¿ritical points.

Both of these problems are completely resolved in the course of
calculating the uniform asymptotics of (2).
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Chapter 0ne: The Asymptotics of
Oscillatory Integrals

In diverse fields of physics, one encounters integrals of the form

jï,' ) eng(rldr( l.l ) I(t) =

vhere f and S are generally assumed to possess a number of properties,

frequently including analyticity, and I is some real parameter

representing some physical variable of interest (frequenry of light, the

reciprocat of Ptanck's constant, etc.). For e¡ample, a number of authors

hsve used integrals of the form (l.l) in geomehic optics lUp¡|, scattering

theory lCoal, Con2l, quantum mechanics llfml, the theory of nonlinear

waves lHrbl, and in electromagnetics [Pe¡|.
In most cåses, integrals of the form (l.l) are <lifficult or impossible to

evaluate in closed form, snd so indirect or numerical methods are

.required in their study. Vhen r/e elamine (l,l) vith the parameter I
very large, the tools of asymptotics become available for the purpose of

approximation. The large-tr limits are not only mathematlcal contrivances:

physical interpretations of a tar$e I in (l.l) correspond to short

vavelength limits (geometric optics) or semi*lassical limits (quantum

mechanics), among others.

In the case vhere the phase function of ( l.l ), $(x), is strictly a lunction

of x, we can avail ourselves of the ûumerous variants of the method of

ststionary phase for determining the large-tr behaviour of (l.l) under

fairly broad hypotheses on the functions f(¡) and S(r). In this regard, see

[Olv2lfor an ercellent aæount of stationary phase.

The method of stationary phase provides us with an elegant means of

determining the principat contribution to the value of (l.l) for large tr.

For the sake of simpticity, we assume that f and S are smooth real-valued

functions, and that the interval of integration is the real ails, the integral

converging for all sufficiently large positive I. Suppose further ÊhÊt ç has

only finitely many mitical points (also referred to as saddle points ),

I



say r' x2,...,x.,and that $"(xr) is nonzero for i= l, 2,... , n. Then it is

well-known that l(tr) possesses the large-)r behaviour

It

{ r.z) r()\) - f nx,i eitrs(x
j= I

( I J) : r{r} ^, É r{r,) *irs(r,;æ} 
. i{ ssn(ç'(r,;a)

ç"(x,;æ)l

gn3
.fl
,1+ ( '(r0 )) 2n

hç"(x, il
t

situations in vhich a critical point is of higher order, i.e. , g"(x,) - 0 for
some j, are easily handled by a straightforward modification; see, for
erample, [Olv2l.

If g depends on a number of auxiliary parameters, the problem of
determining the targe-tr behaviour of (l.l)becnmes much more involved.
For the purposes of illustration, assume that S = 0(r; u) has two distinct
critical points r, and x, for ü, I 0, and that as n, tends to zero, r, and x,
tend to a common value xo , i.e., we have g"(rr), ç"(x.) * 0 for æ * 0, and
g"(xo) = 0, 0"'(xo) ¡. 0. Thus

2n

j= I

for nonzero u,, and

( 1.4) t(tr) * r(ro) eil0(xo;0)2rrr3-rló¡1 t /3XI10...(xo;oll¡ -rrl

for s, = 0. Ïhe behaviour of these two approximations differ radically;
indeed, âs fl, + 0, ( 1.3) becomes singular. Furthermore, in the transition to
0[ = 0, there is a discontinuous change in the order of tr used in the
approximations (1.3) anc (1.4), from À-l/e to 

^-tl3. 
This occurs regardless

of the fact the function I(r) may be analytic in both tr and u,. The
problem, then, is one of constructing an asymptotic approximation of I(I)
which remains valid in an interval around ü = 0. Such an approximation is
said to be untTorø ; a formal definition follovs; cf. [otv l, p. 25 - 26l.

Let A be a set vith Io as an accumulation point of Â (possibly at
infinity). A sequence of functions (9"(I) I n - 0, l, Z,... ) form an

esyøptotic scele if, for any n, we have Srr* r(tr) = o(0o(t)) as I -+ ro. A

formal sum E f- is said to be a lgeneralizeil asyøptotic expansioa_ _r¡ __

of f(f ) with respect to the asymproric scale (0o) if

2



x-t
(1.5) r(r)- f r,trt= o(oJr))

f=o

for each N = I ,2, ... . If f(r), f,(r) and possibly g,(r) are also functions of
paraneters c, - (ff' Br, ... , no) in a set 0, and the 0- and o- symbols

above hold uniformly in ¡se0, then q/e say that the resulting asymptotic
erpansion is uatTorø with respect to the parameters ß.

Prior to 1957, little vas knovn regarding hov one night obtain,
directly from (l.l), an asymptotic appro¡imation for I(r) vhich vas
uniformly valid for all s, in a neighborhood of the origin.

In contrast s/ith the asymptotic theory of integrals, the cnmesponding
theory for ordinary differential equations was more complete: for, vhen
the function I(f) could be shovn to satisflz a second order linear
differential equation, not oûly could one obtain asymptotic
approrimatioûs of I(I) (using the socalled LiouvilleGreeû approrimation;
see lotvl, ch. ól], but if I(r] depended on parameters c, then an
enensive body of theory was available for developing asymptotic
erpansions uniform in a; see [Olvl, Lral.

At first sight, it might appear irrelevant vhether we use either
integral-theoretic or differential equation-theoretic methods for
cleveloptng uniform asymptotlc erpansions of I(I) in the case vhere tvo
or more seddle points coslesce. Hovever, there afe many "classical"

special functions of mathematical physics which cannot be expressed ag
solutions to linear differential equations, although relatively simple
integral erpressions are available. The gsnmå function provides an
ercellent erample of a function amenable to integral-theoretic methods
for asymptotics, although it satisfies no linear ordinary differential
equation (vith rational coefficients).

Thus, a cnmplete asymptotic theory of special functions requires both
approaches to developing erpansions. In tho case of working directly q/ith
( l.l ), the first major. innovation for obtaining uniform erpansions (vith ç
depending on one parameter) resulted from a coltaborution of three
mâtheüaticiaffi, chester, Frledman and ursell, in what is now regarded as
a seminal paper ttrUl. Their principal idea was straightforward: since the
"simplest" phase function erhibiting tvo coalescing saddle points (ie.,
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critical points) is a cubic polynomial, a change of variables of the form

( 1.6) S(r; æ) = zt ll - Ëz * rl

vas introduced. Under suitable restrictions on f and 0 (for erample, that
of analyticity), chester et a! were able to show that the mapping (1.6)
defines a local uniformly analytic one-to{ne change of variables from ¡ to
z, which provides for a reduction of ( t. t ) to an "Airy'. type integral:

(t.7) r(r; æ) = f ,o,r; ú) eir(zr ß -Çz* tr) dr,

vhere C is sone integration path, go(z; æ) - f(¡Xdr/dz), and the equality
in (1.7) might need to be reptaced by'*'if the change of variables is
in<lee<l'local'

using a 't\rropoint erpansion', it vas found, in the case where 0(¡; *)
had tvo cualescing saddles, that

( l.E) I(I; e) * to^-tl3 exp( ilf0(r, ; e) + g(r. ; a)l/Zl.

loo(*)Ai(-r2/3Ë) * Qo(e)t-trt¡¡'1-¡er3f )l

as r -+ +æ, unlformly valicl for all q, iû a neighborhoo<l of the origin. Here,
the coefficients p0 end Qo are continuous in a. This result, which plays a
central rôle in the nert chapter, led to a fount of vork devoted to
integral-theoretic methods for developing uniform erpansions of integrals.

shortly after thh development, in the late '50s and early .ó0s, 
a

number of methematiciens, including Normaa Levinson, studied the type
of change of variables used by chester et ar , thereby taying the
groundvork for a cumplete theory of uniform erpansions of integrals
with an arbitrary (but finÍte) number of coalesctng saddte points of S
depending on a number of paramoters. Accompanying this activity was
the rise of catastrophe theory, vhich vould permit the ertension of
results from the analytie to the Cæ- category.

The asymptotic theory that energed vas first put forward (in flawed
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form) by Norman Eleistein in 1967 (see lBtell), and larer, by F.ursell in
1972 (who strengthened Bleistein's result; see [urs, p.6al]. Briefty, the
theory developed provided for uniform asymptotic erpansions of
integrals with phase functions S(r ; u,, , ... , no) having m coalescing saddle

points, confluence being achieved as the parameters æt , 82 , ... , ü" all

tended to some fi¡ed value, say 0. The resulting e¡pansion crcntained, as

coefficients, functions akin to the Airy function.
To illustrate, let g(r ; Bt , ... , Br¡) be analytic in r , vith m saddles that

coalesce as (æ, , ... , *o) r (0, ... , 0). Introduce a change of veriables

determined by

(1.9) S(r;ær, ... ,*o) -fË.rl(m*l) n g._rC^-tl(n-t) *... * Brz* 00.

From lUr¡, p.521 or llevl, (1.9] h¡s a local, uniformly aaalyric l - t
solution z= z(tl,vith the coefficients 8. depending only on th€ parameters

t = (ür ,... ,*r,).Set 0 = (go , .., 8r-l). Tien the integral (l.l) becomes

+m

eo(z; o) rihAt(z; o) o,(1.r0)

fE

I(I;c) - f
vhere, for ease of discussion, ve have selected the real line as the
integration contour, and have written 'r-r' for "^,". The function go

appearing is the function f(r(z)Xd¡/dz). The new phase function, A.(z;B),

is the right hand side of (1.9).

Following Bleistein IBtell, we introduce the function sequences

(q) ,(hr) defined by

(9t

1(z; 0) = Þr 0* Þrtz* ... + Prr-rZ^-l + A;t(z; 0) hr(z: 8)

(r.l r)

h*,(t; 8) = ôhr(z;E)lô2, k = 0, 1,2,...,

vherc wc havc set Ar{z; t} = ôAr(z; 8ltô2. Ey repeated parrial

integration, we obtain an erpansion in descending fractional powers of I
5
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vith coefficientt prrF, , where the functions F, are given by

(t.tÐ Fr(tr;E ) =

for s = 0, l, ... , nû-I. F, can be erpressed in terms of the specinl function

(t.13) Ys(8) = Fr(l; E),

in viev of the relation

F"(r; B) = ¡{r+l)(n+t, t ( l; rBo , ¡n/(c+l}gr , ... , Iz/(ttl)gr_l).

We see from (1.8) that we can re8ard the functions Y, as generalizations

of Airy functions. Indeed, th€ Airy function Ai(t) is the function
Yo(u,t)e lulztt.
' It is the asymptotic behaviour of the functions in (t.13) thar the

subsequeût chaprcrs eramine. Their importance is assured by the rôle
they pley in the uniform asyüptotic theory of integrals with several
cnalescing saddles. For this rerson, these integrals wåmåRt further
eramination. As Olver remarks about a related integral:

,*"tu1(2.9) ! rietp z(t\t{- alt - br) dr , i=0,1,2
'l**-ri/l

Analogous problems also arise in connection with methods for
approximating integrals. For example, we know very little about
the functions (2.9) that are used as uniform approximants in
Ursell's method for integrals with three coalescing saddle points.

[olvl, p.li3l

The situation involving these integrsls has improved gomewhat,

spurred on by ertensive numericalvork led by Connors; see lGonlland
[Con2l. Connors and his eutleagues have suetessfully generated tables of
values for lntegrals related to Yo(l' r.) and To(r' rt, lr). Hovever,

6
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their work covers only a small range of values for the rr. we e¡tend this
by developing uniform asyrnptotic approximations for the two simplest
"canonical diffraction integrals" yr, apart from the well-known Airy
functions.

Chapter Tvo develops a uniform asymptotic expansion of the pearcey
integral

( t.l4) P(r , y) = e-iBo yo(Bo 
, y, r)

used by Pearcey in his investigation of electromagnetic fields lperl, and
first studied by Britlouin at the turn of the century lBril. The asymprotic
erpansion rc be obrained is uniformly valid near the "caustic" assoclarcd
with the phase function.

(The "caustic" associated vith the phase function S - g(r; Br , ... , eo) or
an oscillatory integral (l.l) is, for the functions we consider, the set of
parameters E - (*, , ... , æo) for which g has critical points of order l 2;

more compactly, the caustic is the set

E(ç)-(c e PrI3 ro e R for vhich g'(ro; a¡-ç"(ro; c)-0).

Caustics are of æntral importance iin geometric opücs, atthough our worß
makes no use of their geometric structure.)

The nert two chapters are devoted to the more interesting (and more
difficult) problem of developing the uniform asymptotics of a function
related to Yo(go , g, , B. , Br):

(t.15) Q(r , y, z) = e-i8o Yo(80 ,r.,y ,rl.

The phrse function of Q(r ,y ,zl is a quintic polynomial, so the seddles of
Q are determined by a qufflic. A novel feature of chapters Three and
Four is the use of formulae developecl by Greenhill [Grellfor rhe zeroes
of quartic polynomials. These erpressions involve täe use of Weierstrass'
elliptic functions and the trigonoüetric solution for zero€s of en
associated cubic (see Chapter lll, S 2 and J).

7



Before continuing vith the treatment of (l.l{), we note a convention
used repeatedly throughout the subsequent chapters: fractional povers
and radicals are always taken to have their principal values unless
otherwise noted. This convention is put aside only when apptying the
formulae of Greenhill, u¡here appropriate branches must be chosen.
Whenever this occurs, we take pains to alert the reader as to what is
being done.

we also note that in subsequent chapters, we wilt always use full
integration contours, even though the asymptotics of the integrals Yo can
be obtained through work invotving only portions of the integration
contour near the saddle points. (Recatl the comment following (1.10);

when the change of variables (1.9) is purely local, the equality in (1.10)

must be replaced by *.) We elect to use the full integration path in the
hopes that should a theory of error bounds for this uniform asymptotic
theory emerge, it could be readily apptied to our results. By using
portions of the integration path, we introduce exponentially negligible
errors that cannot be easily managed after the application of ( 1.9).

We begin with the Pearcey integral

I



Chapter Two: The Expansion of the
Pearcey Integral

l - Introducüoa

The Pearcry function of two real variables x and y is defined by

(r.r) P(r , y) = []rt,,r't4 
* n'/z* yrf ct.

As mentioned in chapter I, it is one of a class of 'generarized Airy
functions'; see (t.l.l3). Tne caustic associared virh the phase of (l.l) is
comparatively simple: if (trl4 * tf lZ * yt)'- 0 and (tr/4 + rtzlZ+ yt),,- 0,
then the latter equation implies ¡ - -312 vhich, vhen substituted into the
former, yields I = 2tl. _cubing the relation invotving r and squaring that
for y implies {rl * 27y' = 0. Hence, lhe caustic associated with the peafcey
function is üe so - called 'cusp'. when 4rr * z7y'< 0, tüe point (r, y) is
said to lie "inside" the caustic, end those points for which 4rl * z7y2 > o
are said to lie "outside" the caustic.

Maslov and Fedoryuk encountered rhe pearcey funcion while
investigating semi-classical limits in quantum mechanics. 0f (t.l), they
note that it is not regarded as a special function, and go oû to suggest that
1l sâould be; see llter, p. lTZl.

As ve sav in chapter I, the Airy function plays an important rôle in
the theory of uniform asymptotic erpansions of integrals vith tsro
coalescing saddle points [cFUl, and the functions p(r, y), ôp(¡, yl/òt,
ðP(r, y)tty play a corresponding rôte in rhe uniform asyüprolic rheory of
integrals vith three ctalescing saddle points. It is with suct¡ functions that
Ursell illustrated his asymptotic theory in [Ur¡|.

If we appty the method of stationary phase to (l.l), ve find that the
asyüptotic behaviour of P depends 0n oüe or three stationary points,
provided one of the variables stays fi¡ed. !f we denote the phase
function in tho integrand of (l.t) by g(t;r,y) and let ô - 4r! * 27y2, then
9r ' 0 gives three stationary points if ô ( 0, and only one if ô > 0.

9



However, as ô -) 0, we have some (or atl) stationary points coalescing and
in transition from negative to positive ô, it is not clear hov p behaves.
Therefore, it is the targe negative x-behaviour of (l.l) for (x, y) near the
caustic 6 - 0 that concerns us (if r is positive, then 6 is alvays positive).

If ¡ -r -æ, then for ô to remain small, ve must have I y l- *æ. Since
P(r,y) is ctearty aü even function of y, we nay restricd ourselves to the
case y > 0; furthernore, qte shall fitrd it to be notationally convenient to
replace r by -r in ( l.l ) and eramine r -+ +(p. with these conventions, ô -
0 impties y = 2t!2/{27. This suggests that we e¡amine p(-r , y) vith y =

YÍïtzi vhen $= 2l{27, we are right at the caustic. Ifith this relation
between ¡ and y, vs find that as x aad y tend to infinity along y = W{2, y
fi¡ed,

U.zl p(-r , prV') * È uirrr(t, ;¡r) 
* nila'ssn(3t!

rlrtl - r I

- t) 2t¡

f'l

Here, 0 I lL <2t{27, f(t; F) =t\14-t'tT * Ft , end the t, .r" the rerl foots

of f,=0 (cf. s 2ror a descriprion of rhe L). Ar rhe.ruáü. ,t=zl{ziJ ,ve
find rhat

P(-r , zr{ït{zll * ,Æ,
t(t¡|4 - 2r! t3l

( r.3)

( 1.4)

+
r( l /j) nz t tz ireß) tx2 t tz

and for ¡r> 2|IZT,

P(-r , ¡r, 
Yt ) - ,nit4* irzf(to;¡r)2t¡

r(3t02 - I )

vhere t0 denotes the only real zero of f,.

Note that the approrimations in (1.2) - (1.{) are of radically differing
characters. As ¡r -r 2l{27, t, and tr -r I l{3 a¡d hence the epprorimation
(1.2) becomes singular; see s 2. The important observation to make, at
this point, is that as 6 -r (l (i.e., p+ Z/{ZZ} onty two stationary points are
coalesclng. To e¡plolt this phenomenon, sre retaln I as a uniformity

l0



parameter and rer/rite (l.l) as a sum of two contour integrals, one of
which has exactly two relevant, coalescing, saddle points. This allovs us to
apply a cubic transformation introduced by Chester, Friedman and Ursell
[cFUl, and to construct a uniform asymptotic expansion of ( t.l ] ûs r -+ -æ
with 6 varying in an interval containing 0 (i.e., ¡r in an interval containing
2l{271. The e¡pansion we present ls in fact valid for certain comple¡
values of the ârguments vhen p(r, y) is e¡tended to f, x f by anatytic
continuation.

Ar the time of writin8, we became ar/are of a recent pubtication by
Stamnes and Spietkavi.k tstrl vho also noted that only two statioûary
points c,oalesc€, but their subsequent derivations of asymptotic
erpansions of the Pearcey function are purely formal. For a brief
discussion of their arguments, see s 6.

2- Altern¡te Reprerentetion

An application of Jor<lan's inequality shows that for real ¡ and y, the
path of integration in (l.l) may be rotated onto the contour f ia the
compler t-plane, where I is the straight line through the origin making an
angle of l/E vith the positive real a¡is. With this integral representation
ve can continue P(r,y) analytically to an entire function in E x f.

Let

Q.ll y= 2/{27 - u.

and set y = luVz. witå r ) 0, the change of variable t + {t\gives

Q.L't p(-r,pr {r) = ,"'lr"o'(tt t 4 - tz t2 * Ft) dt .

fr.ur'trt, 
4 - { /2* pr}ct, r"I .irz{rrl4 -r'tz * pt}at

since this integral converges for ¡ref and for r vith I arg r I < nl4,
subsequent work is valid for these values of r and p.

By Cauchy's theorem, we may wrlte

Q.ll P(-r, pr ttz¡ - tttz

il
2



where [, is the contour beBinning at æeJÎi/8 und ending at meli/E

[, is the contour beginning at **9ni/8 and ending at æe5ni/8

figure 2.I ).

Figure 2.1-
The integration
contours f, f'
and [, .

and

(see

r
r

I

e dr

nl8
2

For i = l, 2, set

r

P,(I;¡r) =
iM(t; F)

Q.4)

(2.5)

ri

where, as in I l, ve have put

f(t; lr) =t\14-tz12 * ltr.

P, is analytic for all p and all I with Re I > 0

Since fr(t; ¡t) = 0 has the solutions

t,(p) = -Zfsin(n/3 + gll/{3

tr(¡r) - Zlsin Sl/{3

tr(¡r) = Zlsin(u/3 - 0)l/{3

for Â =-4 + 27lt' ,0, vith 0 giveri by

30 = arcsin(L7ttzylTl, I S I s n¡6

lz,



(see lXiul), ve see that ss A + 0- (i.e., ¡t + 2l{27-), tt - -2/{3,tr+ll{3,
t, + I /{3. Thus the two positive roots of f, - 0 coalesoe ts p -+ 21127 , bvt

remain well-separated from the negative root.

If A > 0, we can invoke Cardan's formulae (or use the trigonometric

solution above with 0 æmpler) to observe the same phenomenon, only

this time, as Â- 0*, the compler coniugate pair of roots of f, = 0 ooalesce

to I /{3 with the real root remaining isolated.

Also, by examining sin ç and sin(n/3 - S) for 0 € I 0, t¡/6 [, we find
rharh(p) > lt{,3 > rr(¡r)for¡ <?,1{27.

With this background, we shall obtain the large-)' behsviour of the

Pr(I;¡r) as )r -+ æ. This in turn will yield the desired expansion of (2.3) as

r+ rxr uniformlyfor¡r e [Fo,Frlvhere 0 <Fo <2/{27 <¡tr.

3- Uniforn [rprnsioa d P,

Since P, has tvo relevånt coalescing saddle points, we invoke a cubic

transformation as is done in ICFUI or lBleZ, g 9.21. For convenienct, we

shall choose s., given in (2.1), ss our uniformity psrameter since the

saddles coincide when c vanishes.

As the saddles coalesce at t = ll{3,we develop f as follows:

f(t; ¡r) = -w/{3 + ll 12 - a,z * z3 l{3 * z' 14

-g(z; s)-xl{3 * t/tZ

where we have sêt z = t - t/{3. Thus

P,(l; F) =dir(* 
t{3 - ttrÐ 

lr:
irg(z; ü.)

dz

where [', is the translate of f, by ll{3. Notice thât the zeræs of gr(z;x)
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are given by

z,(r) =-l2sin (9 * n/3) * lll{3
zr(u.) =12sing-ll/{3
zr(u.) = 12sin ft13 -g) - tll{;3,

where

30 = arcsinU - z7rtzxft), I S I s Ttl6.

As in I 2, by eramining sin g and sin{n/3 - 9), we have zr(æ) ( -l ( zr(u) <

0 . zs(c) for 0û > 0 sufficiently small. When ß ( 0, z, and zs are complex

crcnjugates. In either case, & -¡ 0 implies zr(æ), zr(u) -r 0.

Now ve inüoduce the change of variables

(3.1 ) g(z; r) = ur 13 - Èu * 1,

where | = f(*) and 1= q(e) are to be determined. In order that (3.1)

defines an analytic function u(z) near zr and z' ve require that z, and z,
correspond to -Çl/2 and lt/z respectivrry. e.*idingly, ve find thaì

(3.21 Ë3'2 = Shkr; u.) - B(zr; ùl/4

and

(3.3) q = l8(zr; q.) * g(zs; x)l/z.

(3.1) may be solved explicitly to give three possible candidates for our
change of variabtes: for È r. 0,

ur(z; u.) = -2Ël/2sin(n/3 * g)
ur(z; æ) = 2Ëll2sinq,

urtz; æl = ZËtl2sin (n/3 - ç),
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wirh

sin 3U, = 3lq - B(z; u)l/213t2;

for | = 0, we have u = (3[g(z) - r¡l)tl3 and again, there are rhree branches.

Please note that we frequently omit mentioning e¡plicitly the dependence

of g on u,.

From ß.2) and (3.3), we have

sin 3rI = 3l8(z¡) - g(zzlll,rÈTtz = -l

vhen z - 2, and when z - zrq/e Bet

sin 3rl¡ = 3lg(zz) - s(zrll/4f 3t2 
= +l

Thus, ve have

ur(zr; u
ur(zr; æ

ur(zr; cr

)=
)=
)=

-çt

-lt
2Ë,

t2

t?

Itz

u,(2.; w'! = -2Èlt2

u,tt.; *)=ft"
urtrr; nl = È''.

Therefore, ur(z;æ) is the desired uniformly analytic solution to (3.1). We

now set u(z;æ) = ur(z;æ).

Before continuing further, let us briefly examine the nature of the

mapping (3.1). From Chester et al lCFtl, we know that u(z; æ) is
uniformly analytic and one-toone near z = 0. Much more, however, can

be said. In the following ve will show that the mapping (3.1) in the
present case is in fact one-tmne and analytic along the contour I'r'.

In the subsequent analysis, assume r > 0. The mapping between the z-

and u-planes can be most easily studied by introducing intermediate
variables Z, g given by

Z= g(z; *) - tt
sin 3Ur = -3UZE3|2

-,lta -
u = ZÇ"-stn U, ;
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see, for eranple, Copson lCopll. We begin by decomposing the z-plane

into four regions, each of which maps onto the Z-plane. A useful device in

this process is the determination of all curves which I sends to the real

Z-a¡is. We adopt the notational convention of denoting that part of a

region Q vhich has positive imaginary part by Q*.

The mapping Z -g(z; B) - qclearly takes the real line in the z-plane to

the real line in the Z-plane in the folloving manner:

ß.4)

Z(12.,+æ[ ) = 1-2È3t2, *æl
z{uz,zrl) * l-zçtrzr, ,2ç3t2l3l
Lki , ,il) = [s(2,) - q, zçïtzt3l
Z(l-m , zrl) = [u(zr) - 1, *ml ,

the üapping Z being one-toone on each interval. The remaining curves

are the nontrivial solutions of

(3.5) Im(g(z; u,) - l) = 0 = ln g(z; c) = Im(g(z; u) - 8(2.;a)), k= 1,2,J,

since each critical point z, being real implies that 8(zr; u.) is real. Note that

since rhe lefr half of (3.5) is independent of k, lhe solution curves arisinS

from the right half of (3.5) are the same for each k.

Iþvelop g about the critical point z= zk Then (3.5) becomes

Iml e"(2.; u)tz/2 + g"'(zr; sltt/6 * til{l- 0,

where we have set t = z- zt = d + it, and suppressed dependence on k.

Thus

0 = tê{jzur 1zr\tr * ((2{3 * 62.}/6X3dt - rt} * (otr - rrt}

or, since we have acsounted for t = 0 in (3.4),

0=e{3zt* jz"'lú * ((2{3 r6zrlt1lrf *ds-((2{3 r6zult6 +d}r?

yieleling
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(3.6) r = t
{2{3zr* Sztt)s * (z{t r 64 d*cr

2

zß.6\
6

wherever the quantity inside the surd is non-negative.
Since d = r = 0 satisfies (3.6) and d + iT = z - z.,each z, lies on at leest

one of the curves determinect by (3.6). Equation (j.6) gives rise to three
curves; two of these curves have the 450 lines tfuough the origin as
asymptotes, af,d the other (the one containing zr) has the vertical line d -
-(2{3 * 6z)16 as irs asymprore. These curves are cisptayed in ligwe z.z.

The curves that do not tie along the rerl z-aris partition the z-plane into
four regions, R, , R¿ , R' and R, , each of which tnaps in a one-tûone
fashion oûto the z-ptane (on the boundarles, the map g may be
tsreto{ne) (see figure 2.2}.

Consider Rr* and the nrp z- g(z; æ) - q. From (3.{) we know that [z'
+æ[ neps onto !-zçstzrt, +æ[, end the curve bounding the upper ertent
of Rr+ is mapped to l-æ, -zÈ!ztrl. Tbus u/e see that Rr+ maps to the
upper half of the z-plane. As vell, the steepest descent curve of ig(z; u,)
from z = z, to *"nilE liæ virhin Rr+ and maps to a vertical line in the
z-plane running through L=-zï!?tl. In figures 2.3 ro 2.5, shaded regions
üap to shaded regions, dotted lines represent steepest descent curves,
and in each figure, letters that correspond represent points that

+çl

-Rt R2R,

Figure 2-2-
Curves that map

to the real
Z-aris (sotid

curves) end the

regions Rt , Rl,
R nnrl R--l ' -- 

--l'

Z,

z - plane
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A
z - plane

B=2,

Z - plane

c c
[= 2t3

ADC
D

1'
B- I

0 B=fil6

rl¡ - ólane

tt/2

u - plane

Ftgure 2-3- Effect of the mappitrgs Z=g(z;q,) - n ,L=.'ZÈ!z(sin 3r¡r)/3 ,

u =2çtl2 sin S on Rr*.

correspond under indicated maÞ (see figureZ.Sl.
under the mapping sin3q¡ = -jzrzË318, vê nore the following: z =

-2ÈV?13 is mapped ro g - nl6; wirh g e '¡16, nl¡l, Z is real and in
l-zçvzrt,2È312ß1, and the rays t/6 + it, nl| + ir, 1 à 0 map to the
segments l-m, -ZÈYatSl an<l tZËV213, *æl in the Z-plane, respectively.
Morever, a straightforward calculation reveals that the steepest descent
curve tying in the Z-ptane üaps to rhe curve T-(llSltog{(l_cos3F)/sin3F),
9=F + iT,T ¿ 0,F Snls,in the grplane (see figureZ.3l.

The map u - 2Çll3slnu, takes the interval h/6, r.lzl ln the urplane to
\ltlz,2çrlel in the u-plane, and maps r.l2 + ir, r ) 0 onto I zçrla.;,. The
image of the jrplane ny n/6 + ir, r I 0, is the curve

r¡ = çl/8[cosh r + t{3stnh rl,

c

l8



A

D

6 = 1/6

Z - plane
-!l

c - -z{tzt3; ;: B - zç3'2t3

u - plane

D

L.

A

A
D

z - plane

B =2, 2
3

D
À

g - plane h.

B=-T.1

Figure 2-{- Effect of the sequence of maps z ¿ 7.-f V 4 u applied to Rr*

E D

B=-Ë C=l

I
t:

E
I'
¡.:

:1.
l'.
t.
t.

1..
t.
l.fii

Z - plane

L

z - plane i

B=2, C=2, c-= z{t?t
B )-g!2'

A D

ç - plane

A

-t12 c =-fl t6

DE
I

E. u - plane

¡-

A
t

C=-f0

Figure 2.5. Effect of the sequence of maps z - Z+ S - u applied to Rr*
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which we see as being the first quadrant branch of the hyperbola
(neu)z-(tmu)2/3 = ç (ro see this, put Re u = çl/2cosh'r, Im u =

{3ft/2sinhr and employ rhe identity coshzt - sinhzt = l}. The steepest

descent curve in the g-plane maps to the sleepest descent curve of i(ur/3

- Ëu * I) beginning at u=Ët" and ending ar *.f,il6. This is most easily

seen by e¡aminin gZ - u' l3 - Ëu * r¡ directly; see figure 2.3.

In a completely similar fashion, we find the images of Rr* and Rr*

under the sequence of transformations z ¿ Z + + + u. The effect of these

maps are represented in figures 2.4 and 2.5.

Collecting these maps together gives a conformal map from Rr* U Rr* U

Rr* to the upper half of the u-plane which is one-toone, allhough lhe

intermediate ransformations fail to be one-toone when applied to all of

nr*u nr* u Rr*.

In the event that rx, < 0, we vould præted as before, this time using

(3.5) vith k = I since (3.6) holds only for the real saddle zr. Notice that

Imrl-0for*<0.
If we take [r' to be the steepest descent curve beginning ,1 *.5ni/8

and ending at z = zz, followed by the straight line segment lz, zrl and

thereafter therrrc.pàrt descent curve from z = zsto *eTi/8, th*n u(z; æ)

maps l'r' onto the curve formed by the steepest ãescent curves from -f t/2

to **5nil6, and +çttz ro *ef,i/6, along with the line segmenl I -Ë"',

l"'l,suitably oriented. Call the image d tr' in the u-plane C. We may

now write

*il(orl{3 - t/t2)R,{r;¡r) = I ,'*,ut/3 - fu * r1)80(u; a) du,
^'c

where we have put go(u;r) = dzldu. Iþfine, as in lBle2l, the function

sequences (Bo), [ho], (Þo] and {oo} by

oo(*) = [go(Ël'2; x) o go(-Ë rtz: a)ll|
ß.7t co(æ) = [go(tt/2; æ] - ru(-t 

rtz; a')ltzÊttz

Bo{u; æ) = Þ.(u} * qo(u,)u * (ua - f )ho(u; e)

2Û



8o*¡(u; u')- ôho(u; r)/ôu ' rl'o' I '2"" '

Then, by succtssive substitution and partial integration, ve obtain

as I + æ, uniformly in f. Here,

(3.8) F(I; È) E *i).(ur/3 
- Eu)cu

*) t0",",F(r;E) * qo(a)G(r;Ë)l*ir(w/{3 
- I I tzb,tr, 

rt * *iltf(
æ

t.0

t:

t:
il(u313 - Çu)(3.e) G(I; Ë) = ue

both integrals converging absolutely and uniformly for Re tr ) 0, I e C. By

a simple change of variables, we see thtt in Re I > 0,

F(r;Ë) = 2n tr-t/3Ai(-r 2/3ç)

G( r;Ë) = -2ni|,-2tr¡¡'1-¡ z/3E).

Hence,

e
¡r(u,/{3 - Ut2)

P,()u 2/{27 - ú"1 ,!

du t

00

f, -t^ n"qt 
no( æ ) A i( -r2 

/3 
ç ) - 

r+o 
o J 

u ) A i' ( - rt'3 t I ( if
as I + æ, uniformly in B neâf zero. In S 6, we shall have o¿tasion to use

the approximation

p,(r; 2/{2 Z - a,l= eitr( I I l? - n'r{3 * 1){znl-l/3Þo(æ}Ai(-r 2/3Ë}

(3. r 0)

lt + ofi/r)l -2n1|,-2t3oo(u,)Ai'(-^zr3ç)tt + o(t/r)l)
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for tr -r ffi as above

tt. The Coefficient¡ Dg(oÉl rnd qo(c,)

Although erpressions for Oo(a) and qo(æ) can be calculated routinely,

because of the labour involved in obtaining limiting forms as 0t' -| 0, ve
reproduce some of the requisite analysie. The reader will appreciatê the

difficulty in calculating higher coefficients from these two eramples.

We begin by remarking rhat the following analysis remains valid for all
(smatl) comple¡ u, provirted we choose the principal branch for rt/2. For

the purpose of exposition, ve shall take & > 0.

Differentiate (3.1) twice with resBect to u; this gives

Bo(dzlclu¡2 * gr(dzzlduz) =ZtJ.

Evaluation at z = zs , and use of the fâct thal zr corresponrts with Çl/2,
gives

1l'Q{3zr* 3zs2l (*, , =zÈ

u=Ë"t

whence

u=Ë

u =-Ë

)(#

dz

u ç

t 2È
v2 u2

{ z{32, r 3zr2 ]

Since z' for ß > 0, is a local minimum of 8(z;u.), 8,,(zr;a) is positive and so

the expression under the square root is positive. Also, as z increases with
u,

UZ ll2
( Lt2 2{3zr* 3du

u2

) t )

u2 v2
I
t

dz

2{32, * 3zr'
2E

22

Similarly,

du ) u2
{t ì
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Sincp eo(u;u) - dlldv, we have, from the first two equations of (3.7)

with fl = 0,

v2 ltz
(,{.1} Þo(a) = iiti, r Szrz ]

I

2

2l
t + ¡ffii"¡

¡ffii'')(4.2)
zl v2

oo(u.)= rþ({ z{32, * 3zr'

Use of equation (3.2) allou¡s us to express (,{.1} and ({.2) completety in

terms of the function g.

To investigate limiting behaviour of po , Qo as & -* 0, we will need the

behaviour of zr(r) , zr(u) and l.l/2(æ) as u, + 0. lio* zr(c) = lZsing -

tltß anc! S = it6 - U1sX{zra)tt2(t * {jælg * 0(uz)) for inalt &, r/e see

upon developin8 l2sinq - lll{3 into its Taylor series at g = n/6 that

zr(æl = 8rB ll2 * arr * arv,3ltr o(cz),

with \= -27rt1/3, tz= -l/6 (higher terms ere not erplicitly required for

our purposes). Similarly,

zr(æ) =-arv,Lt?+ azu, -rrn1" + 0(uz).

Thus,

Brr(zr;e) = a.rt212{3a, * Q{3ar* 3ar2)üt/2

* (Z{3a¡ * óaraz}e * o(0r,3/2)t

Brr{zr;*) =xrt2l-2{3a, * (2{3a, * 3a12)o-rt2

- (2{3a, + 6arar)n * o{q,3/2)1.

Also, from (3.2),we have

çt/2{æ} = (3lzirt3{ar3l{3 - a,)t/3rl''l I * bB, + 0(u,3/2}1,

v2

)
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vhere ve have put

6 =¡erra, * {3(arazz * areer) - arl / (3(arrr{3 - ar})

Here, use has been made of the binomial formula

Continuing, we get

z{32, r 3zz
',,(ä' ,:l'Ttr)1"'

{t - "'rîfrt;',, n"' .o(n,)

v2 t2
-2È

and

z{32, + 3zs

= i"6 [t * o(æl/2)l

2ßt?,)

"= 
Izß/zr

lt * o(xt/2)l

2È
v2

v3 I(
3

3r- -
{3

I +

I

{3a,)l"'^

{ )
3arz + 2{

4{3a,
3u, v2

ü, + O(r)

Note that art/{3 - rr r 0 and -ll(Z{ïar) > 0. Again, the binomial theorem

has been employed. Thus,

(4 3) oo(x) =f ztsrzt"u(fl;- ,')"{r{h)1"'.tr * 0(æt/2)l

and

u.4loo(a)={t-z{l^,).,,,(w|[zon,','(#-,,)',,|,,,}
.lr * o(ul/2)l

-3 -5t6

=-
2

ÊS tf, -r 0.

5- Brpansion of Pt

Because [, begins and ends in valleys al, ü], T/e see that the úsnrcur
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can be deformed into the steepest descent path leading away from the

saddle point t' The determination of the steepest descent path follows.

I0e begin by erpanding f ebout the point t = tr:

if(t;p) =if(tr;p) * i((3tr2-l llLlft- t,)? * itr(t - t,)3 * i(t- tr)r/4.

LeI z = t - tr = r + iy. Steepest descent pathe sre among the level curveg

0-lmlif(t; p) - if(tr; F)1. Consequently,

fi tzlßtr?-l Xxz - y') * t,(x3 - 3ryz) + ( I /{Xrt - 6ttyt * yr) = 0

gives steepest paths. Solving for y in terms of r gives

y= r(ll{z')rct? + lztrr o2(3tr2 - l) t ((6x? + l?,t}r 2(3tr2 - l))2

- 4(¡i * 4trrr * z(iltz - llt'llrtz)rt2,

wherever the real square roots are defined. We see that the steepest

descent curve through t.' begins ,t **-7nil8 end ends at **5ni/8.
Figure 2.6 displays hills and valleys in the crse ô = 0 (or ¡r = 2/{271.
Shaded regions represent valleys, the unshaded regions being hills. Solid

\

Ret

Figure 2-6. Hills
and valleys defined
by the steepest

curves thlough tr.
Hills and valleys
(relative to tr)
through t, = t, are

also displayecl.

t'.
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curves (ercluding the real aris) represent steepest descent or ascent

paths according as they lie in shaded or unshaded re3ions respectively.

5ni/8Let [r* be the steepest descent curve running from tr to æe , and

let fr- be the steepest descent contour running from t, to æe-7ni/8. Then

we have

lPr(tr; ¡r) = ,iMdt ,iMdtI
?{ T

Let v - if(tr; lr) - if(t; F) so that on l'ro, w is positive and increasing as we

move away from tr.
Let t* be the solution of w = if(tr; p) - if(U F) on fr*, t- being the

corresponding solution on [._. Ey the Lagrange inversion theorem, since

w =-(i/2)(3t,t - lxt* - t,)t -itr(t+ -t.,)t - (i/4xt* -tr)t

on l'r* respectively, there are numbers aot for which

tr= t., -4$ **'

whence

Thus

dt* _ dt-
dw dw

Ë 4-'; *
ft 2h- Ûl

(¡t2)- |

Pr(tr;p) * ui)rf(tt;u' f mLt¡F
aå - ai f$tzl

t

as I -+ oo; see argunûents in [copl, gF 30 and 331.
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The first few terms are easily found to be

8r* = eili/4lztßrr' - üf t2

rz* =-1(21(3trt- lùQrllßtrt- I))

ar* = *31i I 4{zt].str' - 1¡¡3rz Fl ftßtrz-l ) * r 5tr' rzlltr' - t )'l
ai = r5ni/ 4{ztlStr' - l ))t/2

+
e az

2

ar-=r-ni/4{zl{str'- ¡¡3rzF3ftßtrz - t)* tStr't?,llrrz - r)21,

whence

(5.1 )

(6.1)

Pr(tr;p) = eiM(t,;lr{(ft I" +å'* pt |s;:ç'+o(r'^"'ù
where the O-symbol is uniform in ¡r for F in a compact interval h R*

c\)ntaining, zt{zt. A general expression for the aoÉ is avaitabte to us via

the binomial theorem, but it i3 too unwieldy to be of intrinsic value. we

notethata +=a - forevenn.on

6- Uniforn Erprnrion of P rt the Ceustic

We have obtained expansions of P, and Pr. Using (2.3), (3.10) and (5.1 ),

and restoring the large parameter r and the function f, we get the

uniform approximation as r -' tr,:

p(_x , el{ZT _ æ)x3lz) = erp( ixulf(tr; ¡r) * f(rr; y)ll2 J.

tznx-t/ópo(n)Ai(-x ar3ç)t I * 0( l/r2)l

- 2'¡it')t6oo(u.)Ai'(-tlr3ç)[ I + 0( I /r2]l]

+ erÞ[ irzf(t,;Z/{ZT - æl Xn/(3t,2 - t })t/2r-t ''(! * i)[l + O( t /r2]!.
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Here, tr(¡r) = trzl{z7 - æ} = -(2f{l}sinif.rlS + 9) where 30 = arcsin(l -

{zlu,tzl. The nature of the appro¡imation when Ç is boun<led away from

0 is readily available when the asymptotic forms of the Airy function and

its derivative are used lAbrl; recall that

rc.Ð Ai(z) -
-zr3'2/3

ffi(t'o(z-3l2)), largzl<n

Ai(-z) =o-tt¿r'utlsin(n/4 * zz3t2l3l(l + o(23))

oos(n/4 * zz3t2/ j)(jz-ït?r48 * ot;etz)) l,

largzl<2n/3
ttt -Zzïtzl3-z e (l *O(z-3l2)) , largzl<t(6.4) Ai'(z) =

(6.3)

(6.5)

and

2{n

Ai'{-z} = -r-tt¿rtt1 cos(n/{ * 2z3t2l3l(l * 0(z 3))

+ sin(n/4 r 2z3t2l3)Ç7r-3t2¡nE * O(z 
e/2)) 

l,

largzl<2ttl3

as z -r æ in the indicated sectors.

If x is positive and bounded away from 0, lhen so is Ç. Hence

r-r/6Ai(-¡ lrsf) =¡tt2çtt{¡-l/2(sin_(t_/4 + zf-ç3t21sXt * o(r4))
- cos(n/{ * ?t'Ë3t213XSr-zç-lt2l48 * O(¡{))}

r-r/6Ai.(_r ttsll=_ n-t/zçt/l'r-uz1"os(r/4 + z{ç3tz¡JXI * 0(r-4))
* sin(n/4 + zr2ç3t2¡31Çzr-zç'tt2l48 * o(x{)))

by (6.3) and (6.5). Thus, (6.1) reducÞs to a sum of lhree oscillatory term3,

each of order x-l/2 as x - æ. This is what we would erpect from

stationary phase inside the caustic (compare ( 1.2)).

0n the other hand, if * is negative and bounded away from 0, then Ç3l2

lies ir¡ e segment of the imaginary axis bounded away from the origin.
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Accordingty, arg(f ) - tfil3, so that the asymptotic forms $.2) and (ó.{)

show that (6.1) reduces to an oscillatory term of order t-tt2, ptus tsfo

erponentially decaying terms. This is consistent vith stationary phase

outside the caustic (compare ( l.{)).
Finally, r/e elamine (6.1) when fr = 0. Again from lAbrl, we see that

Ai(0) = [(l tSjt?n3tt6l and Ai'(o) = -3rt6f(21Ð17il. Since I + i =

{Zexp(ril 4l, trZl{271= -21{3, rnd r1= 0, (6.1) reduces to

p(_x,zy3tzt{zzl =;lixzt3 
+ nil4 tn ,ixzl12 l{}t?!,

ltt 
r.i 

¡'''rl7"
ixz I 12 tf eß') + 0(l/r2, (lt6l

e )

2.{ 5t6r5I

as x tends to +oo

(4.3) and U.4).

Thus we recover (1.3). Here use has been made of

A full expansion of P(-x,¡rr3'z) follows from the elpansions of P' and P'
atthough the coefficients becume more complicated as more terms are

included. The ertension to cpmple¡ values of ¡ ancl F (for the analytic

continuation of P) can be accomptished through the elpansions for P, and

P, for l, ¡r comple¡, although as applications center on real values, ve
have not been overly concerned vith developing the full range of

complex values for which our erpansion is valid.

We nov turn to the work in lStrl. Here, the authors e¡amine the

asymptotic behaviour of the function

(6.6) Pf(x, Y) =

for large values of the parameters X, Y. P and Pr are related by

Pf(X, Y) = P(X, Y l{2ll{2.

In developing the expansions of P*(N, Y) away from the caustic

27\znEX3=0, Stamnes and Spielkavik first apply the method of stationary

phase to integrâls of the form

f 

-int 
i(tr * xtz + Yt) ) dt
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rc.7) f--g(r)uikh(t)dt, k{oo
,_æ

with g(t) - l, and h(t) - tr * Xt? + Yt. They then set k - I to yield the

desired lar8e X or large Y behaviour of pl; see lStr, p.l33E g 3.11.

For X and Y near the caustic, the authors formally invoke the method of

Chester eI al ICFUI, and, indeed, include e brief outline of the uniform

asymptotic theory for integrals of the form (6.7) in an appendir. Let JU

denote the contribution to the integral ß.7) due to the coalescing

stâtionary points (thus, Jg Rtays the same rôle as our P, (cf. (2.{))). Tne

authors claim that
2

(6.8) JU* Zne¡p( iklh(tz) * h(t¡)l ) f torrr* Q,G J
0o0

as lX l, Y * æ, uniformly valid near the caustic; see [Str, eq'n (3.31)1.

Here, h(t) is the phase function of (6.7) with Y replaced by -Y, and t, and

ts are the critical points of h(t) that coalesce as (X, Y) approaches the

cãustic, (N, Y) remaining bounded away from the oriSin in the XÏ-plane.

The functions F, and G, are given bY

Fo = ¡'l/3¡i(-Çr2/3¡
F.=0
Fr= 2Y-5t3Ai'(-çf 2/3¡

= -7Y-2t3OyGçkat1¡

= ik-4/3Ai(-ç¡z13¡

= 2iy-at3S¡i(-Ëk2/3),

Go

Gl

G2

where

$tilç3rz=h(ts)-h(tz)

The Þ, and q, are determined similarly as in ß.7) of this chaÞter, and

are Þresented in the åppendix of [sta, equations (AlEHA23)1.

However, care üust be tåken in using expansion (6.8) to obtain the

large negative-X behaviour of Ps near the caustic. (There is a

typqraphical error in the term h(ta) * h(ts), which should likely be half

the stäted vatue.) Throughout the apÞendix and S Z of lStal, k appears as
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a large positive parameter. yet, in several places, k is set equal to one
prior to eramining the large x behaviour of (6.7); see for instance,
equations (3.5), (5.3) and the discussion in S 3.2 and note the absence of k
in erpansion (3.30). This naturally leads one to suspect that the same is
being done in (6.E), atthough no e¡plicit menrion of rhis is made in lSrel.
It should be pointed out that (6.9) is that part of tlre erpansion of

P'(x, y; k) - []rr{ ik(rr , xrz * yr) } dr

due to the coatescing saddles of the phase function tr * Xtz + yt, and not
part of aû erpansion of Pr(T, y). Hovever, erpansion (6.g) can be used to
<leduce the large negative-X behaviour of Pü near the caustic via the
relation

Pr(x,Y)- ¡l/{pr1¡, l; t),

where k is a large parameter, x = ytlza- and y = kvt. Note that z7y2 +

BXr - ytlzezf * grr); thus, if (x, y) is near the caustic, then so is (r, l).
The integral P' is also related to the pearcey function p(r, y) given in

(t.l) by

P'(X, Y; k) - 2-tlzy-Úap(kl/zx, 2-Úefit+y¡.

By setring r = -kt/ex and r = 2-tlzç*)-uay in our erpansion for pr(xz; l,)
(d. equation (3.10)), q/e obtain the first three terns in (6.S). Thus, modulo
misprints, (6.8) appears to be correct.

Finally, we turn to the 'transitional approrimation' dweloped in [Stat.
This vas used in the numerical evaluation of pf(x, y) for (x, y) in a band
covering the caustic ertending 0.05 units in the X{irection on either side
of the caustic, vith Y > 0 (see [str, p.t349, second paragraphl). In this
calculation, itvas assumed thatf * T'r 16 and lX l, y l g.

The 'ransltlonal approrimation' developed is an asymptotic
epprorimation of Jf in the "immediate vicinity of the ceustic", vhere fu
represeüts the contribution to (6.6) due to coalescing stationary points of
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h(t). The authors assert thar

J1 * 2nd' exp(ih0)lAi(z) + i6¡¡(a)1r) - 0 lÐctni(s){z)

(l /6)ic3t¡ta)1¿¡ + ... l,

(6.e)

where

ho

h3

d=

= -s[z /36 + l(-Y¡6¡ttz
- -4q-y¡5¡ttz
(31 ql)-rl3

Z = Êhrd

hr =-8[Y/S - (-Xl6)v2l

h.- I

e = sgn(hr)
c=hrdr;

see [Sta, p.l343,eq'n (3.30)1.

There are tu¡o points vhich ve vish to make regarding the preceding
approximation. First, the derivation is purely formal with no mention
being made of the region, of validity. secondly,, the authors did not
actually use the erpansion in the form given in {6.9), but instead used one
in vhich each of the defivatives of the Airt function, Ai(4Ð, i = 0,1,2,J, is
replaced by the first term in its Maclaurin erpansion; cf. the first three
lines on p.1344 of lStel. Thar is, rhe aurhors replace (6.9) by

3

(6.10) J,= Zndetn'(E.fQ,(r). o{.t)) ,t 
,=o

where each Q is an expression of the form ü, or Fz, N and p being
t

constants.

In order for this to be valid, the implied Gterms in (6.10) involving z,

resulting from approximating the Af4i) by the first terns of their
Maclaurin series, must be o(ct) for large I x l. In particular, we must have
z = 0(ct). Since z = - hrcrl4, this is equivalent to

h, = fl6l5/l¡

or, upon restoring x and Y,

y - B(-Xl6,)Yz -O((-X)-Y¿)
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vhence

27Yz * 8X3=g((-X)-t).

This displays a condition on hov quickty the point (x, y) nust approach
the caustic in order for (6.10) to be an asymptotic series.

Before proceeding to the erpension of Q(r, y, zl,sre note that it is easy
to ertend the results of this chapter to the problem of developing uniform
asymptotic erpansions near the caustic of the first order partial
derivatives of P, ðPlô¡ an<l ôplûy, for a raûge of compler values of r and
y. This is most easily seen by noting that both of the associated integrals
P, and P, are analytic in r and p, hence in r and 8; cf. e.û. Since the
cuefficienm pa *O gr of (3.7) are analytic in a, (see [UrE, p.I.?,ll, ve need

only differentiate our erpansions with respect to tr and F (or ¡ and u,) to
obtain uniform erpansions of ôPlð¡ and òplÐ for large I (ie., targe r).
However, this requires no new techniques, an<l so has been e¡cluderl from
our discussion.
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Chapter Three: The Expansion of
Q(x'Y'zI

l- Introduction

we turn nov to the investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of

+@

(l.l) Q(r,y,z)= f *roftrtlr +rftl:+ytztz*n)}cr
-fxr

for large values of the arguments r, y, z. The situation in this case is
somewhat more complicated than that or the pearcey integral, as we now
have four saddle points that may coalesce as (r,y,z) varies in nr. Deform
the path of integration into the compler t-plane so that the integration
contour begins at æe¡p(9nill0) and ends at æexp(nillO). Hence, Q can
be e¡tended to an entire function in [3.

In this chapter, we shall restrict our attention to the case vhere ¡ is
non-negative, leaving the case of negative ¡ to a later chapter. some
discussion will shed light on vhy ve elect to treat the case of negative x
separately.

The phase function of the integrand of (l.l) has, as its derivative, the
polynomial tr * rtz * yt + z, which we call F. If F has zeroes of order two or
higher, then the derivative of F, ,{tl * z¡t + y, tnUSt vanish at points to for

z - aris

y-arß

Figure 3.1. Locus

of points (r, y, z) for
vhich F and F'have
slmultaneous real
zeroeS.

negatlve

r - a¡is
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which F(to) = 0. Zeroes of order three occur at those points to for n¡hich
F(to) = F'(t') = F"(to) = 0, where F"(t) = lzt2 + 2r. Thus ve see tnát (l.l) can
have saddles of order three onty in the event x ( 0. If r is positive, then
the phase function of ( l. t ) can have saddle points only of order I 2.

Our interest in ( L I ) resides in the structure of the real zeroes of F, for
if F has a compler zero, the cûntribution to the asymptotic behaviour of
(1.1) due to such a saddle is of erponentially small order; see, for
example, (3.71.

If r¡e plot the parameters (¡, y, zl for vhich F and F' have
simultaneous real zeroes, then we see that (r, y, zl lies on a

self-intersecting surface; see figure 3.1 on the previous page. By taking

y - axrs

plane slices r =

cot slgnt for r > 0,

r-0, and ¡ < 0, T/e

produce the graphs in
figures 3.2 to 3.{. For

r ) 0, say r=1, we
haVe F- tl * t2 * yl * Z

and F,= {tl+ lf + y so

that if F and F' have
simultaneous real
zeroes, then ve have
(y, zl = Ç2t - {t!, t2 *

3tt). Thus, we have
displayed the para-

üetersyandzas
functions of the
coalesced real roots
of F. Notice also that
replacingtby-tin
the parametric forms
for y and z on the
caustic results only in
a change in the sign

of y. In view of the
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z - a¡is
1. - - - -....{

2 ¡drr of coqúer
aoûirsrta ¡*ildles

2 coagfer conts$te s$dleû;
2 di¡tiüt reel æðdlcg

Figure 3.2. The plane slice (¡ = I ) of figure
3.1. The curve separating the tvo regions is
the caustic.

z - axis'.r.''.''.'.'.'
'.t. . ... ...

2 geire of com¡rlcx
cotiu$te eaddlec

2 qlcr cüicúrte
¡nldb¡; 2 di¡tiæt

red c{dôles

y - arls
ori¡ia correegondc to

utto of ordsr,l

Figure 3-5- The plane sl.ice (r = 0) of figure
3.1. The origin is the onty point givrng a zero
of order r 2.



fact that ür, y, z) snd Q{¡, -y, z) are compler conjugaæs, \Ye need only

e¡amlne the case y l 0 when ænsideri¡3 the ssynptotics of Q, the case 6f

y ( 0 folloving by conjugetion.

Plotting the I - I slice of figure 3.1 is accomplished by using the

parametric forms of y and z above; see figure 3.2.

If ve take the plane slioe ¡ = 0, ve obtain a similarly shaped curve

which can, onoe again, be obtained in parametric form. In this csse, [/e

have ¡- 1r+y1+z and F'-,ltr*y so that at points t for which F and F' have

simultaneous real zero€s, we have Y=-{ts and Z=-Yt - tl = 3tt. When we

have att of x, y and z equal to zero, F has a zero of order four; see fiSure

3.3.

If we examine the negative I slice of figure 3.1, we 3ee that the

situation is more involved. From F"(t) = l2t2+21, ve see that vith I ( 0,

there can be zeroes of order 3. For the purpose of illusüation, sssume

x=-1. Then there can be zeroes of order 3 vhen t=tll{6. The parametric

equations of the curve in the yz-plane along vhich F has zeroes of order

ts'o or higher becume (y, z) = (2t - 4tt, - t? * 3tr). Plotting the curve(s)

defined in this fashion yields the illustration preseûted as fiSure 3.{.

Here, the tq/o cusps of the curve(e) oorrespond to values of y and z (for

that pârticular fixed ¡) for which F has zeroes of order 3. Other points on

the curve(s) correspond to zeroes of order 2.

At points off the surfaoe (in figure 3.1), F has at most simple real

3i:!:::r::::::;:;l
Eti::;::;liilii::l
ß:::;::::::i;::::l
Iiii:i:i::::::ii;l
Ìi:iiiii:::i:::::l

Affioû corre$ûodiag
tO no rerl ¡grrost

Rsgioo ærerpoading to
fc¡r dletMt rsal lsræs

Y-¡ri¡ -:
(át3{6,-vtzl

Figure 3.{.
The plane slice
(¡=-l)of
figure 3.1. The

whlte region

cCIrresponds to

those points

(y, z) for
which F has

eractly two
distinct real

zeroes.
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zeroes. The reader interested in a detailed discussion of these plane

sections is direcæd to lGit, p. 621.

By temporarily reshicting r ) 0, we are in a setting vhere Q(1, y,z) has

at most two ooalescing (real) s¡ddle points.

lf only one of r, y, or z is large, with the remaining tr¡o parameterg

bounded, then the asymptottc behaviour of ( t.l ) is readily obtaine<l from

the usual stationary phase methods. If two or more psrameters are large,

the situation is more involved; our analysis vill lean heavily on the worl
of Chester et al tCFIll and Ursell [Ur¡!. It wilt be apparent, lrter, thst the

work required in obtaining the asymptotic behaviour of (t.l) for tvo
pârrmeters tending to infinity with one parsmeter remsining bounded is

as involved as that of obtaining the behaviour of (l.l) with all ttuee
p8rEmeters groving without bound.

In any cÊse, we will require a detdled description of the zeroes of a
quårtic polynomial that displays ûhe zeroes es oontinuous functions of the

coefficients. Iþrivatives of tvo polynomials in particular will be

e¡amined:

( l.2i)

and

f*(t;b,c)=t' I 5 *tt I 3 *btz I 2 * ct

Q{¡, y, n) = ,t"[*to {ot"

( r.2ü) h(t;d,e )=t575 * dtl/3 + tz I 2 + et.

These potynomials arise in the following fashion. In (l.l), put t=ll/2u to

get

frUl0(x¡e
-3t2 -2

f*(u; yr n ù du

txle

CIn the other hand, if we put t=ytl3u, we get

1ilt0
fxle

Q{¡, y, z} = ly I *rp{iy5'3tr(u; ry2l3 ,ri*" ùou ,
v3

fx¡e
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with f+ end h as in ( t.2).

The asymptotic behavlour of (l.l) in the caee where ¡ and one or both

of y end z tond to infidty csn be deduced from the rsymptotic behaviour

of 
*rll/lo

( 1.3) r*(r; b, c) = 
lr"r,I-tü 

b c)0,

fxle

and the asymptotic behaviour d (l.l) in the case vhere y and one or

both of x and z tend to tnfinity can be deduced from the asymptotic

behaviour of ri/t0
ooe

( l..r) J(À; d, e) = I uirh(t; 
d, e)

tçirto
dr

me

with I rending to infinity. The integral J must be considered separately

in order to eramine the asymptotics of frry,z) with ¡ bounded and at

least one of y or z tendirg to tnfirlity. The integrat (1.3) is of little use in

the small ¡ end large lyl.lzl analysis of Q, for the psrameter I in (1.3) is

no longer large.

To proæed, then, entails an analysis of the zeroes of

f*'(t;b,c)=tr+t2+bt+c and h'(t;d,e)=tr+dt2+t+e.

2- Zeroes of Qu¡rtlc PolYnomisls

It is vell-known that a solution of quartics by radicals is available and

mâny works in the theory of equations present formulae for this purpose.

Hovever, they tend to be unwieldy (due to the number of nested radicals

thet appear) and cloak the dependence of the zeræs on the coefficients of

the potynomials under investigation.

An elegant soluüon to the problem of ertraclíûg ueroes of quartics is

provided by the work of A. Greenhilt [Grel, Gre2l, published in the late

l9û oentury. We present the results of his work below.

Let
(2.1)

3E

U=xb+ 6Cl?+ 4[h* B,



and let

Q.2l

(2.31

Q.4)

(2.6)

Q.7l

I

r¿= -

rr= -

8"=B+3C

s¡cr-nt-ct

(We note that every guartic can be brought into the form (2.1) by r linear

change d variables.) Iþnote by p(z;gz,gr) the Weierstrass elliptic function

formed with the invarients 82 snd 8r. Let a (in the fundamental period

parallelogram) be that number for which

for the existence of such rx,, see either [Gre I , p. 271 - 2721or [Gre2, p

t52 - 1531. Put

P(2æ;g'gr)= -C

F'(2u,;gr,8r)= -D;

S={gl-grs-gr

2fgt

and tet the discriminant of this cubic be

(2.5) 2
ô=grt

IÞnote the zeroes of S bY êi, i=1,2,J, rnd those of U by r,, i-0,1,2,3

Greenhill found that

FQa,l - êr * P(2a.1- €r * P(Zr) - e,

þQul - er - (2æ) - e, - F(2æ) - e,

ro=

I

(2m) - e, * FQwl - e¿ - F(Zot) - e,

2æ)-er- (2æ) - e, * F(2æ) - e,

We note here thet there is no ambiguiry in equations (2.6) since the

square rotts are chosen by

{p(z) - e¡) = eIp(-\z) t(z + {d¡)/[Ú(z)d(to,)1.
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In (2.71, o¡ is an irreducible half-period, and the numbers \ are

determined by \-È(to,). Tne functions Ç and d are, respectively, the

Weieretress zete end sigme functions. A number of well-known properties

and relations involving the oonstants in Q.7l can be found in lCop2l. Ve
mention only a fev of importanoe to our work. For erample, it is knovn

fhat ¡o(t'rr)=€,, and that the square root determined by Q.7) is always t
the principal branch; see lCopz, p.3671.

By convention, if the e¡ are all real, then they are labelled so that

et Ìe2 ).e!.

3- Analysls of [*
Applying the theory of the previous section to f*'gives

-l16 - e, + -l16 - e, + -l16 - e,

-l16 - e -l16 - e -l16 - e

to=

tr- 2

sin(r/3 -g)clT + l136
ç¡J + t13

I I
(3.r )

ß.21

(3.3)

tz= - ^fîo-er' -l16 - e -l16 - e,

-l16 - e -l16 - e + -ll6 - e,I z

Use of the trigonometric soluüon for roots of cubic Ftynomials gives

E-

el
e2

ê¡

sin g
cl3 + l136 sin(r/3 + g)

where the nñgle g is determined by

ein 3g = - kl6 -b? l16 - l1216llr,13 r ll36l3t2

We note here that e, and e, coalesoe as ç tends to n/6, and that the e,'s

are rea! if g is real with g e l-n/6,n161. We will sse that if ç tends to

n/6 from the left, then the cffresponding point (b,c) tends to the caustic

from above, and that if r¡ tends to n/6 from the right, then (b,c) tends to

the câustic from below (here, the caustic is precisely the cåustic of fi8ure
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3.2 with y replaoed by b, and z replaoed by c).

Fortunately, lt proves to be unneoessary to use (2.7) to determine the

eppropriate brsnches of the square roots appearing in (3.1 ) lall other

square roots are taken vith the principal branch unless otherwise statedl.

Ey taking particulsr values of b and c , and calculating roots for f*'=Q, s's

can compare the formulae (3.t ) vith various branches (plus or minus the
prlncipal branch) of the square roots of -l l6-e, to determine what

choices are appropriate. Once an appropriate choice of branch is made, ve
lcnoq/ that tt holrls everywhere in the bc.plane sinæ the squåre root
determined in Q.7l is alweys t the principal branch, the square root

being a natio of entire functions.

Proceeding in this fashion, we take b= I and c=0. We hsve, to calculator
precision, the foltor/ing as zeroes of f*'(t;1,0):

0, -0.6823278, 0.3,f I1639! l.l6l5'f l'li.
Celculation of the e.'s gives (again, to calculator precision):

Gl /6-er) rt?=-O.t70JE 
t 95 - 0.5E07707i

(-l /ó-e;) tt2--0.1705E 195 + 0.5807707i
(-r 16-er) rt2-0.341 

t 639.

These ioots are taken vith their principal values. Ey taking t each of

these values in the formulae (3.1), r/e see that only the followin8 cholces

of branches yield atl the zeroes of f*'(t;t,0):

t the first rvo ræts ere cltosen vÌtlt tl¡e priacipet þreacâ, the reøaining
ræx dtoæn as tâe neg:ative ú tâe prinapal braadt
¡ tlte first and last roots aîe laken villt lhe prÌnapal branch, lâe se¿wd
îæt beùW tâe negalive ü the prinaþal Ôranc.â

e the secund and llttTd ræls are taken villt tlte prinaÞal þran¡û, the ftrst
îffit câosen þ þe tâe negaave û tâe prÌnaþal branelt

oell ræts ere clrosen lo bë lâe negatiue ú tlte princrþel branch.

A closer look at these four possibilities reveals that they cûmespond to a
mere relabelling of the t¡ - hence, sre can choose any of the four possible

choices listed. In tli_s_vork. we wjll choose the first cqndidatE.

Reeatt (2.2) and (?.5). With B¿ = c + ll12, Bs = cl6 -b2t16 - l/216, we
- t.----,,-:---¿ Q !- 

-l---- 
q--

see [na[ [ne ulscrlmrEsnl o Is Brven Dy

û = (c + Utzls -zz(ct6 -b|n 6 - I tzt6',)2;

4l
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ô is clearly continuous in b and c. At points belov the caustic (eay, (b, c) =

( l, 0)), ve see that ô < 0; equivalently, 27grz lgrt > l. The rstio 27grz lgrt ls
the square of sin 3U in (3.3), so that evstuation et (b, c) - (1,0) impties

sin3g - I + 2712. This larter equation further implies that g is d the

form al nl6 + iT, T real (this is in fact the case everywhere 6 < 0, b ¿ 0).

Use of this in ß.Ð shovs that er and e, are ænpler coniugates r/ith
only e, = - (cl3 r I l36ltnæshr remeinlng real.

Our choice of square roots for (3.1) then implies that {(-116 - er) and

fi-t le - e.) are always compler æniugates when ô ( 0. Thus, only to and t,
can be real for negative ô. To establish the ordering of to and t' we note

that evslustion st (b, c) = (1, 0) implies to =-0.6823278 and tr = 0. Thus,

tottrwhenevenô<0.
This ordering cannot change while 6 < 0, for if t0 were to become

greater thsn tr 8t some Þoint (b, c), then the sign of 6 would have to

change. Geometrically, to end tt vary ss (b, c) do, vith to = t, happening

only vhen the point (b, c) "touches" the câustic.

when ô = 0, we have Brt = 27gs2, or, in viev of (3.3), sin 3S = I l. Once

again, evaluation at a convenient point, say (b, c) = (0, 0), shovs that

sinSg = +l on thê csustic whence V = ttl6.
If g -+ r,16r, then e, and e. -+ Olll{|Gl3 * I t36),vith e, and e,

compler conjugates. Thus, by continuity, ve see thet {t-tf6 - er) end

{(-tf0 -er) tend to purely imeginary numbers vhich are coniugate. The

expressions tt{(-t¿6 - er} * {Ctr6 - er)l therefore tend to zero as

g*r/6*. From (3.1), ve see thåt t0 aad t, æincide on the ceustic ô = 0

(see (3.5) betow).

For 6 ) 0, the point (b, c) lies abor¡e the caustic and all roots of f*' = g

are members of complex coniugate pairs.

A more extensive treatment of the behaviour of toand t, is presented

inS5.

The non-uniform asyüûptotic behaviour of I* is rendily available now

Whcn 6 is sffictly less than zero, we have for tr + +oo,
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ß.{)

(3.5)

(3.6)

l*(r; b, .l - ,ff{riM*(to; b' c} - nil4 
rf*"(ro) [l/2

* 
"iN*{tr; 

b, c) + ¡il4 fittrlit'J .

and

Vhen 6 = 0, we find that

to=tr=-((s I 3 + I I 36lt 
t2 - y ¡ 5¡ t t2

I* * z 
tt!3-ttt(t /3Xrlf+"'(to)l) -tl3exp(irr*(tu))

as À -+ +æ. For 6 > 0, the integral is of erponentially small order. We have,

in this case,

ß.71 I+ *(2n) t/2(rlf*"{to)l )-tre
e¡p(ilf*(t ol + iln12 - arg f*"(t olll2l

es I + +æ [note: lm f*(to) > 0 in (3.7)1. The reel part of if+(to) is negative.

The saddle point t, makes no mntribution here as the topography d il*
does not permit one to ioin to and t, by a path oontained in valleys

relative to the two saddles; see figure 3.5 lthe illustraûion vas constructed

using the values b-0, c-lll6l. Atternatively, one con see thåt I* is of

order O(I"n) for any positive integer n by repeated partial

relative
to

Ì-.-.-.-'..-.....J

[:i:i:;:i:i:i:i:il
1................¡
f::.:':':':':':':l

Valleys relative
to to

Fågure 3-5- Tfie topogråphy of if* relative to the saddle to
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integration.

Sinoe the tsro real saddles coalesce as ô tends to 0 from the left, and

two comple¡ saddles coalesæ as ô tends to 0 from the right, we apply the

cubic ransformttion d Chester ct sl ICFUI:

(3.E) f*(t;b,c)=ztl3-çz* r¡.

We want saddle points d f* to correspond to saddle points of the right

hand side of (3.8). Thus sre want to and h to correspond to -çlrz and f 
t/2

respecüvely. Therefore,

f+(t.)-zq \tz13*\, f+(ts)=-zË 3t213rrl

whence

(3.e)
4È3'' t s= f *(ro) -f *(rr)
21=f+(to) + f*(tr).

Note thet I and q âre functions of b and c only.

Ve ctnsider the napping (3.e). Use of rhe rigonome[ric solution of

cubic equations provides three possible candidaæs for the uniformly

analytic t - I solutionto(3.E):

z,=-2È t/2sin(n/3*0)

z,=2Èl/2sing
,i=zÈ t/2sin(n/3-9)

vith

(3.10) sin 30 = 3(1 - l*llìlït|

in the event thât E = 0, ie., to = [r, then (3.E] gives z=13ü+-q)]l/3 and

again there are 3 branches to consider.

When t = to, we find

q - f*{to} = [f*(tr] - f+{to}l/z
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andwhent=t'

r1 - f*(tr) = [f*(to) - f+(t!)l/z.

Accordingly, ve find

zr(to)=-f l/2 zrftrl=-2l.ttz
rrttil--ç t"_ r.ttll-ç t"^

tr{to}=zE ¡/2 zr{tr}-ç t/2

so that zr(t) is the desired uniformly analytic I - I solution we require.
gsl ¿(1)=zr(r).

We can study this mapping much as was done in the case of the

Pearcey integral by introducing an intermediate variable T, so that we

e¡amine the sequence of mappings

T - f+(t;b,c)

sin 3g = 3(I -T[zç3rz
i=ZÈrtzstn g,

With the tppropriate uniformly analytic I - I solution of the cubic

transformation in hand, we have, from lCFUl,

ß.tzl I*(r; b, c) - f ,'tttt' 
3 - Ez * l) eo(r) d,

(3.1 r )

l? r?l

vhere we have set g0 = dtl6z', and C is some æntour, which u¡e will
determine in the proc€ss of anatyzing tåe conformsl map z = z(tl. At the

moment, we need only know thât c begins at æerp(5tti/6) and ends at

ooexp(nil6). Along such a æntour, the phase function in the integral of

(3.t2) is exponentiåüY decaying.

Iþfine the function sequences

pa(b,c) = { go(Ët";b,c} + Bo( -Çl/2;b,cl ll2
q (b,e) - ( g-(Ëlrz;b,e) - e-( -tt/2;b,cl'!l(zltt?l'zn\-r-, . sa*z -n' ¿ t t
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(5.l3

con't)

8o(z;b,c)=Po(b,c) + qn(b,clz * (zz -l)ho(z;b,c)

8*, (z;b,c) = ho'(z;b,c).

Q(r, y, ,l * 
þt*rdirvllr+(r') 

* r*(tr)lrzlc
(3 r5) 

åt*fro"rn-ul 
zr-zlai( or3Ë) É o"(n-u1 ,,-rlni,( -rv3ç)r

with iudicious partial integration and the use of formutae (3.13), we
obtain the uniforn asymptotic erpansion

(3.14) r*(r; b, c)-eitl f çltr¡b, c)F(r; f) * {o(b, c)c(r; t)l
r=0

as )r + *m. The functions F ¿nd G are those of chapter II; cf. equations
(2.3.E) and (2.3.e).

Restoring the lârge parameter r and the runction f* yields Ês r -+ +tþ,

uniformly valid in a band of fi¡ed positive vidth containing ttre caustic
ô=0 in the bc-plane.

{- Confornrl Hrppiag

In order to determine the image C of our original integration crntour
under the måpping (3.8), ve shall heve to erplore the nature of the cubic
transformation more closely. A useful device to this end is that erBloited
in chapter II, that of determining all curves in the t-plane mapped to the
real T-a¡is.

By selecting representative varues of (b,c) for each of tho cesos ô < 0,
6=0, and ô r 0, and setting the imaginary part of f*(t;b,c) equal to zero, we
obtain the curves displayed in rigures 3.ó to j.E respectively. we note
that even though the illusfations provided are for fi¡ed values of b and
c, the qualitative behaviour of the level curves displayed vill be largely
unaffeeted by variations of the parameters (b,c) unless the sign of ô
changes.
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æ {ru5}

R,

æsrp( lf,vtl ooGtp(2ütl5)

Rr

tz'

ooa¡p(çU5)

Rl

t - ¡¡i¡

lmBln¡ry t - r¡it

Flgure 3.6. t -
plane curves that
t -+ f*(t; b, c)

maps to the resl
eris(6(0,b=1,
c-0).

tr.

q¡ 00

lo=tr

oo srp(çUjlæerp({t?U5}

t2

Flgure 3-7 -t-
plsns curve8

that t -r f*(t)
maps to the

real aris (6 = 0,

b-c=0). t - ¡¡ir

We shall devote considerâble attention to the case vhere 6 is negative,

and only sketch tho (cÐmparably) simpler ceses reûûaining.

Refer to the illustrations in figures 3.9 and 3.10. Ì{ote that there are

three regions in rhe upper half of the t-plâne rouching lhe reål t-aIis
obtained by partitioning the t-plane by the curves Im f* = 0. Under the

trep T=f*(t), the region R, is mapped to the upper half of the T-plane,

with the steepest descent curve from t0 to æerp(gfli/I0) being sent to

the vertical rry in the T-plane beginning at T(r0) and ending at, T(to)+iæ.

The region labelled R, is sent to the lower half of the T-plane, with the

steepest âscent eurve from to to æexp(7nillÛl being sent to the verÊical
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æßp(3fvt) r)

oodP(
æ 3rp(r¡l5)

Figure 3.t. t -
plane curveg

that t -+ f*(t)
maps to the reel

a¡is(ô>0,b=0,
c = l/t6).

to

t!

L.

t - sris

T(to)
to

tllni .t,
.- ¡.
,. ¡.
.'¡.
..t.
..t.
..t.
't.

h

Figure 3-9- Effect of the map t *f*(t) betveen the

t- and T- planes. Steepest paths are shown as

broken curves.

ray in the T - plane beginning at T{to}, and ending at T(to) - iæ.

Thus far, the mapping is smaightforward, mimicking that of the map

studied for the Pearcey integral in chapter II. However, when we

encounter the region R' we must deal with the presence of a saddle point

tz in the interior of Rr. Às ve sweep t from +m CoUñterclækvise to the

curve Im f*(t) = 0 at ooexp(nilS), then along Im f*{t} = 0 to *exp(Znil5},
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C æsxp(2rllt)

steepest curves

B,C

Figure 3-10.
The map from
thet-planeto
the T - plane.

Broken curves

h R, represent
steepeßt paths.

Their images

intheT-
plane are

shown as

vertical rays.

, ¡VJ)t

t-

t AI r
I
I
I
I

T-
T(t.

A
T(r3)

and finally to the leftmost upper ertont d R' we see that ve have

covered the upper hatf of the T-plane twice under the mapping T = f+(t).

Thus, q/e shall have to subdivide R, further to erplore the effects of our

change of variables (3.E).

To this end, we conslder the steepest ascent and descent curves

running th-rough tr. The steepest descent curve through t, begins å[ iæ,
passes through t, and then continues on to merp(nil10). In figure 3.10,

this is displayed as a broken curve beginning at C, passing through t' and

thenc€ on to D. The steepest ascsrlt curve through t. is the only other

broken path in figure 3.10 coincident with tr. It begins in R, (s€e figure

3.9) at æerp(7nillO), crosses ttre boundary shared by Rz and R'
continues through t., and then passes out of the upper righr boundary of

R, to terminate at æe¡p(s'ßillO). The remaining broken curve tn the

t-plane portion of figure 3.10 repreeents the steepest dêscent curvê from
tr to ooenp(ril10).

Under the map T = fn(t), the Bteepest descçnt curve from tt to

mexp(ri/tO) is mapped to the vertical ray beginning at T(t3) ancl ending

at T(tr) * ioo. The uteepest descent peth from tz to æesp(nillO) is

mapped to the verticâl ray from T{tr} to Ï{tr} * irx}, as is the descent curve
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from tz to iæ.

The steepest asoent curve from te to æe¡p(7lil10) is sent to the

vertical ray running from T(t2) to T(tr) - iæ, ¡s is the ascent curve from t,
to æe¡p(lttillO). Since only finite portions of these curves lie within R'
the images of those portions correspond to the line segments running

from T(ta) to the real T-a¡is (tlisplayed as AD) shovn in the T-plane

section of figure 3.10.

The image of the region R, can be visualized as tvo oopies of the upper

half of the T-plane, whieh ve have cut slong the ray from T(t.) to
T(t.)+im. Tbe preimage of this cut is the steepest descent curve passing

through tr.
We witt restrict our sttention to the subregion of R, betveen the

steepest desænt curve through tt and the lcwer and left-hand boundaries

d R, (see ligure 3.1 t ). Calt this subregion Rr'.

c
curves

t - plane B,C

D

Ffiure 3.1l-
Image of Rr'
under the

mapping t -+ f*(r.).

T(r2)

Att

E¡emining the image of T(Rt') under the mapping 0 = ç(T) given in

equåtion (3.t t ) is most easily sccomplished by looking at the inverse map

T = T(9).The point û= nl6 is sent to T(tr) in view of relation (3.9); the ray

r,16 + iT, 1 > 0, is gent to the real T-axis to the tefr of T(tr). Again, use of
(3.9) shou¡s that the point T(t') (a point to the right of T(tr)) is sent to

nlL,and the rây nlT + it, T > CI, ig sent, to the real T-a¡is tothe right of

T(t'). The image of the ray that begins at T(tr) and goes off to T(ts) + iæ
under 0 = $ff) is determined precisely as in chapter Il, P. lE. The image

of the steepest descent curve through T(tz) in this setting is displayed in

figure 3.12.
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r!88p6¡t &¡ænt curor

ilfane.:T

n16 'nl3

Figure
!.12- Effect

of the map

from the T-

to Þ pleneo.

ro ))

- ll/2

Figure 3-13-
üffect of the

mapz=z(9)on

0(T(R!')).
Curves within
the shaded

regions are

steepest

descent paths.

T(r!)

The finat mapplng to apply ls z = z(9) given in eguation (3.11). Once

again (as in the study of the Pearcey integral), we see thât the ray nl6 +

it, t à 0, is sent to the arch of 3x¿ -yt - 3Ë in the z = r + iy -plane in the

first quadranq the ray nl} + ir, r ) 0, is sent to the inlerval [2Ç[/2, *æ1.

The tmages of the steepest descent curves beglnnlng tt $ = t/6 and I =

g(T(tr)) are mapped to the steepest descent curves displayed in figure

3.13 (since, under analytic meps, steepest descent curves map to steepest

descent curves).

z plane

')):

9- aûe
T(to))116 n/3

=1112 Ë
v2

We treat R, and R. under the sequence of maps in (3.11) in precisely

the seme fashion; the resulling analysis for lhese regions is simpler (there

is no saddle point in the interior of either R, or Rr), so we only summarize

the effects of these maps in figure 3.14.
For 6 = 0, the situation becomes less complicated. The curves for which

Imf*(t)=O are displayed in figure 3.7. Recall thåt when ô = 0, we âre on

the cåustic - thus, f* has a saddle point of orden Èwo ât to = ts. As there are
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v2

-Ît12 -Í16
T - plane T(ro) I - plsne z - plane

... t, ., .

.. lr ...

.'¡'r .'

.'¡' t.'
:t,..r:'
7':'.1:
,: :': i

.;
'l

:l
't

I
't

(

-'nl6 0 1116 t Ë

Figure 3-11- lmages d R, and R, under the mappings in (3.t I ).

Steep€st curves sre shovn as broken paths.

only two regions of interest here, we provide a minimal commentary.

The steepest descent, curve through the double saddle to begins at

æerp(9ti/llr, passes through to, and ends in the valley at æe¡p(ttil10).

By eramining z(t) = fq - f*(t))t'3 and its effect on the regions R, and R,

shaded in figure 3.7, we see that R, maps to the region bounded belov by

the negative real z-a¡is, and from above by the straiSht line y = {3¡ in
the second quadranf. The region R. maps to the region in the z-plane

bounded below by the positive real axis, and above by the straight line

segment y = {3x in the first quadrant. The steepest descent curve in the

t-plane running through t0 is sent to the steepest dcscent curve throuSh

the såddte of order two (the origin z = 0) of the function zt 13 * tl,

beginning at æe¡p(5nil6l, and ending åt æexpftilíI
When ô is positive, some eare must be exercised.

E¡amine figure 3.E, which shovs the curves obtained fronn the equation

Imfo(t)=0 in the case ô is positive (for the iuustrations provided, we âre

working with b = 0, c = 1116). There arc ei¡ open regions obtained by
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partitioning the t - plane by these curves, of vhich only four oontain

saddle polnts. Slnce our lntegratlon contour in the t-plane begins rt
æe¡p(9flill}'t end ends st æe¡p(¡il10), ve need only oonsider the two
regions touching the real t¿ris. Divide each such region as illustrated in
figure 3.15 into two pieces, resulting in the four subregions labelled R, to

Rr. The lmage of each \ tn the T-plane ls also given in flgure 3.15. Rather

than ernmine the intermediate transformation g = g(T), we shatl find it
more convenient to study the mapping T = zt 13 - Ez * r¡ directly. The

curves in the z - plane that mrp to the real T- a¡is are presented in figure

3.16. This gives two regions each containing a solitary saddle point.

Subdivide the two regions containing saddles into two pieces each by
using the imaginary z - axis. This results in four regions Rr' to R.'. The

images of eaeh of these regions under the map T = T(z) is also presented

in figune 3.16.

t - plane
A

D
Figure 3-15.
T - plane

images of úe B

regions R,

A D
0
0

through R, in F
thecaseô>0.

T(Ro)

The effect of the uniformty analytic t - I solution to (3.E) is nov
apparent: the regions \ in the T-plane are sent to the regions R'in the

z-plane. The hyperbola displayed in fi8ure 3.16 is ¡usr yz = 3(¡2 - f ), where

z=r + iy {recail that Ë < 0 when ô ) 0}.

The general behavior¡r of the solution z(t) of {3.E) (for regions

H
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D ¿ - plsne

{-,Ë

AB
c,0

E D
T - plnne

E F
-l

F H

A Figure 3-t6-T-plane
images of the z - plane regions

Rr'to R*'h the case ô > 0.

containing rhe coalescing saddle points and lhe integration contour] can

now be deducBd from our graphical look 8t the map (3.8). Fron these

cunsiderations, the contour C mentioned in (3.12) cen be chosen to be rny
contour beginning at æe¡p(5ti/6) and ending at *erp(til6). In
partlcular, if ô ( 0, the lntegratlon contour for I* (c,f. equation (t.3)) can ¡e
chosen to be the steepest descent curve from æe¡p(9ri/10) [o t0, tüe

straight line segment froü t0 to tt, and then the steepest desoent æntour

from t, to e¡p(nill0). The contour C will then be the steepest descent

curve from ooerp(5ni/6) ro - l"',the line segment ioining -et'z and fl'2,
and then the steepest desoent curve from l"'to æexp(til6).

In the event that ô = 0, we ma[e the sâme cåoics of integråt¡on

mntours, although the line segment ioining the saddles has zero length
(remember that 6=0'+ to = tr).

For ô > 0, the path of integration for the integral In is chosen to be the

steepest descent curve through t0, and the image of this contour under z =

z(t) becomes the steepest descent curve through ( - ç)t/2i [see, again,

figures 3.tJ anc 3.161.
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5. Liniting Form¡ of the Coefficient¡

We shall obtain limiting forms for the coefficien* Þo and qo appearing

in the erpansion (3.1,{) in the limit ô - 0. Without loss of generality, we

can cnnslder ô ten<ling to zero through negative values. The computation

is involved, and parallels closely that which was done for the Pearcey

integral in the previous chapter. Consequently, we shall be somewhat

terser in our presentation, and since the saddles to and t, have functions

of c as limits (see equation (3.5)), we will not pursue much by vay of

simplifying the final limiting forms.

We begin by temporarily restricting co to be positive, and we let (bo,

co) be a point on the caustic 6 = 0 (cf. (2.5); recall that the caustic for I* is
tbat of figure 3.2 with y replaced by b, and z replactd by c). Symmetry of

the caustic with respect to the c- a¡is (cf. figure 3.2) allows us to assume,

vithout loss of generality, lhat bo ¿ 0. With co t 0, we may also conclude

that b0 > 0. The case vhere co = 0 will be dealt with in the latter part of

this section.

Consider p0(b0 * Ab, co) and q0(b0 * Ab, co) for small positive Âb. Then

the point (bo * Ab, co) lies in that part of the bc.plane for which f* has

tvo real saddlei and fon vhich 6 < 0. We witl obtain the timits o¡ po and qo

as (bo + Ab, co) tends to (bo, co); ie., as Âb -r 0.

Recall formulae ß.21. Let

C={col3 r ll36ltt2.(5.1)

With the choi¿e of branches nade on page { l, ve have, from (3.1 ),

(5.2) to = -(-l 16 - er\ttz t i{ttt * erlttz t i$tt r er1rtz .

Developing {t/6 r ,rl"' ano {t 16 r erltt2 into their Taylor series centred

at g=n¡6 (note: alt square roots in (5.2) are chosen with their principal

branches) gives the approximations

(5.3) tlts r "r\"' = Eo-8,(r¡r-nl6)-Er(g-n/6)2-Br(g-t/6)r*o{(rp-n¡6}r)
(5.4) {lt6 * rrl"' =Eo*Br(g-n/6)-Er(ç-t/6)t*E¡(g-n/6)sno((g-n/6)r),
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vhere

(5.5)

Bo- (c¡2+ ll1lrtz

Er-C{3/(.lEo)

Ert:i( tßzror)+c/(EBo)

Bs={j(3cr/( l zBE05) *é tßznur)-cr{z,rro) ).

Ibing the same for - { -ll6 -uo}t" gives

(5.6) - (- t r e -e, ) 
t t 2 - -(- l I 6 r clt t 2 rc I Gl- l I 6 + cl l tzlftv-n 

I 6)2 * d ( r¡-n /6 )r)

Since co = 0 gives C= ll6,we see from (5.6) vhy ve have resricted co ) 0.

Substituting the erpressions (5.3), (5.{} and (5.6} into equation (5.2)

yields

ro=- {- I t 6 tclr t2 tzinr( r¡-n/ 6 ) + C/ {l- I t 6 * Cl' t?)lg-n t6 lr t 2iBr( g-n/6 )!
*ü(u'-tl6)r);

similarly,

rr=- (- l l 6 rclt tz +2iBr( g-n /6 )* C/( at- l l 6 +Cl t t zlbl'-t l 6)2 + ZiEr( r¡-t/6 )r
*o((g-n/6)t).

In order to guarantee that t0 will be less than t3 for negative 6, we

must take the upper choice of signs in the erpressions for to and t' This

can be seen by first recâlling equation (3.3):

sin 3v --{c/6 -bzlt6 - I l2t6l/kl6 + ll36'ftz.

Replacing c by co and b bY bo + Âb yields

sinsu=W+
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Since (bo, co) lies on the caustic 6 - 0, we have, from equation (2.5),

8,l = 278"'

and from (2.2) vith E = co, D = bo/{, C(of (2.2)l = ll6,we have

{co * ¡ t lr-lt =27(col6 - bo' lt6 - I 12ß12

of,
(col3* l/36)r=(co/6 -bo'll6- t l2l6P-

Extracting square ræts gives

col6 - bnz l 16 - l l2l6 = t(col 3 r t t36Pt2 :

sincç ve have taken Co t 0 (and oonsequently bo > 0), we must take the "-"

choice for the square root (to see this, consider what happens vhen co

and bo ffe very small - theü the choice of square root is determined by

the reduced equatio n -l l2l6 æ t( I tlilït\. Thus, we have

col6 - boz t 16 - I l2l6 = - &ol3 r | .3613t2,

so that the previous expression involving sin 39 becomes

¡in 3s = t * ((zboÂb * Ab2)4 ßkol3 r ll36l3t2ll ,

with the quotient in parentheses being positive. Inverting the sine

function gives the result: 9 = tl6 * i1, 't > 0. Substituting this into the

Taylor appro¡imations of to and tr developed in Powers of (U¡ - n/61

yields the appropriate choioe of sign in those elpressions.

For notational mnvenience, we write

to=âo+ ar(S -r,16l+ ar(S -rtt6l2 * as(S-n/6)r*O((Þ- n¡6)r)
(5.7)

[s=tr - rr(U -nl6l+ ar(V -n1612 - ur(V -nl6]t * O((S - n/6]ì],
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srith

(5.8)

so--(c -lt6ltt2
t. - 2iE.

ri = cr{itc - v6f tzl

l, = 2lBr'

To calculate fr(to) - f+(t!), needed in the erpression for f, ve erpand f*
about the æalesced real root, say t', given in equation (3.5) lnotice that tr

= âol.we have

fo(tu; bo*Âb, co) - f*(tr; bo+Âb, co)

= f*(t') + Âbt'(to - t') * (Ab/ZXt, -.t')r * l( lZaor* zltílfto- t')3
+ ao(to - t')'+ (t/5Xto - t')o

{f*{t'} * Abt'(tr - t') * (Ab/2Xt, - t')a * [( l2aoz* zltílftr- t')r
* so(tr - t')ì * {l/SXtr - t')tl

- Âbao(to - tJ ' $blzlllrr - r'l'.- (.tr -,'l'.1

: [1äî:' 
urlll: 

- l:];;iil;;Ì;1, .,']s - (,, -,')s,

Upon application of equations (5.7), this beoomes

f+(t') -f+(tr) = AbaolZar(g - ttl6l* 2as(9 - tl6lt * o((S - rr/6)r))t

+ (Âb/2)[{arar(g - n/6)s * O((g - rr/6)t)l

* (( l2ao2* Ðr6]i¡2a,,s(g - n/6)3 + 2(3af22 * 3r"arxu 
ü1,Í,_ 

"rurr,
+ 8aoar38¿(u, - n/6)s * (}lllal(u, - n/6)5 * o((v - nt6)6)-

As we are eoncenned with the limit Ab -r 0, our nelt task is to express

this in terms of 
^b. 

From the argumeat preoeding (5.7), which gives the

form of q for (bo + Ab, co) near the caustic, we know that
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Use of the approrimation

sin t( t - z) ='ß12 - Qz)ttzl,l + zl l2 * dzz)l

for small z coupled with (5.9) gives

s - n/6 = (i/3)[b0 t{rtcsntt2(Ab)r/2(t * [(r/(,{b0))-,trfir;lìllt

vatid for small Ab. The choice of the square root is made by recalling that

U = n/6 + ir with r > 0. L€t F and p, be those functions for vhich

(5.e)

(5.l0)

(5.1 I )

(5.12)

sin 3U = I * Ab(2bo * Ab)/(lóCr)

(u, - r/6)¡ = p¡(^bi/z{t * F,Ao * o(Âuz}}.

In particular, ve have

and

F = 
(i/3)b otîcsÐttz

Fr= l/('lbo) - bo/(96cr).

Substirutine (5.10) into the above erpression for f*(to) - f+(tr) gives

f+(t') - f*(13) = Ab3/2([ZaoarB * ((6402* I )/3)zarrFrl

* (Zaoafp, * Zaoarps * ZararFt * Saoarta &o * 
(Zts)artpt

* ((6a02* t )13)l2ar3ptF, * 2{Sarrrt * 3arzar}Fsl} Âb

* o(Âb3/2)) ,

where we have retåined onty those terms of order lees than Âb3. Under
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tbe assumption that l2aoarp * ((óaot +lllSl}attptl it nonzero, ste get

(i.r 3) r+(r0) - r+(rr) - Abttzl*aoaf . ,l1t;,_,rrtlrorl 
ålorrrll,

where

(5.14) mess = (2eoarpp, + 2aoarpr * 2araft * Eaoarta {' * Qti)artpt

* ((6a02* lllSllhar'jFtF, * z(Sararz * 3a,2as)FsllrlZaoan0 * ((6a02* t )13)Za,lFrl.

The denominator of "mess" can never be zero, for, as we shall see in
(5.t 5) below, rhis would impty that I eould vanish off the c¡ustic. Such an

ocrurrencr violates the uniforn nature of the cubic transformation; ie.,

(bo, co) is on the caustic t'- E = 0.

From (5.13), ve find

(5. r 5) çtt? = ßIüttï(Lb)rtzlàaoarF * ((6aot rll/3laarrFr)I/3
(ti (ness/3)^b * o((A¡)3/2))

as Ab tends [o zero.

IÞveloping f*" about t'gives

f+"(t)=Âb * (lZtoz* ZXt-t')+ l2ro(t-t')2 *'{(t-t')r,

so that evaluating f*"(t) at t0, and subsequently replacing to by its Taylor

expansion in powers of (rp - ttl6l Sives

f+"(t.)=Àb * (l2ao2 * 2Xar(9 -nlil+ ar(V -tt1612 + ar(V-n/6)r
+ o((V - n¡Olr))

* lZao{arz(ç - n/6)? * Zarar($ - n/6)3 + 0((V - n/6)t)}

* 4(ars(v - n/6)s * o((V - n¿6)t)).

I^Jse of (5.10) gives
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rfhere onty terms of order less than (Ab)3/2 have been retained.

Similarly, ve have

f+"(t')=(^b)t/21(l2ao2 + Zlaf+ (l + (l2ao2-*3)trpt
* l2aoa,rFtX^blt'2 * üÂb)l ,

f*"(rr)=(Âb)l/21 -(lzaoz + 2)ar0 * (l + (rzaoz * Z)arFz

, lZeoarzp'X^u)t/2 * o(Ab)l

(5.r6)

-zçtt?.l *"(to) - 2ßl4f t3(Zaoa*B * ((6ag' + lltSl2e,tFt)"1
(5.tE) '[{lzaoz +Z)a,FIt

.{r -tl * (l2ao2 *Llarïz * l}aratzïtll{tzao'* z)ar8l-l(^b)l/2*o(Âb)),

(5.17)

as Ab tends to zero. Hence, (5.t 5) and (5.16) together yield

and (5.15) paired with (5.17) gives

as Âb tends to zero. This yields, finally,

(5.20)
po = ( I t Ðfi-zÈt t 2 

t I *" 
(t )1t 

t2, lzlt | 2 t t *" { t, )l 
t /2 

)

= ztt2(314¡l/6(zaoa*B * ((6a02 + lllïzartpt)t" l{ lzaoz * zla¡rlrtz

( I + o{¡¡¡¡

as Âb tends to 0 [cf. equalion (3.13] with n = 01, and

Qo = ( r / z1t t\ fizçt tz n *"{tr)lt 
/2 - l-zçt tz n*"{tn }l I /2 

)

zçttzn*"(r,) =z(ll4)rtstzrolp * ((6ao? + lV3laa,tFtlt'¡
(5.19) 't{ l}r.oz * 2)an0ll

. (t * ¡l * (t 2rrz r Zlarïz * l2aoe,zptll{tzao' * z)a*0rl(^b)l/2 * o(Âb)}

of,
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upon applying (5.18) and (5.19).

For convenience, we recall equations (5.1), (5.5) (5.8) and (5.t

which allow us toerpress the functions appearing in (5.20) and (5.2t)
terms of bo and co:

C* {co/3 * ll36ltt2

Eo*(Clzr ll6lrt2

E, = C{3/({Eo)

(5.21)

(5.1 )

(5.5)

(5.E)

jo = -21 t2ß I 4rt t6(za 
oa f . ((óao¡ + ll I Slza,tpt )- 

t "
'l{l2ao2 r ¿lafl1t2lt * ( laaoz r ¿larf * lzaoa,tF'l

.( I * s(1¿blr/2)

E2-3elßzEot) * C/(8Eo)

Es={3(3ct/{lzarotl t Êtßz¡'t) - cttzltoll

to=-(c -lß)ttz

2ißl

r)
rn

a

ar-C|(4IC- lßft?l

â, = ZiE,

(s.rr) F=(i/3)flbo/(,{c}}.

In the event that c0 equals 0, the form of the anafysis is essentially
unchanged, except thât ve have
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-çv6- rr)t" - -{(t/6)[sin(r73 + g) - ll

= -{( t/3)l -i(rl - ¡t6l , $tZ4l(V - n/6)r * O((g - 1116)3)1,

ro = {(l/3)il(r¡ - nl6l - 0 lz4lhy- n/6}r * 0((U - ï/6)r)l

and t, = 0 (clearly, 0 is rlvays a root of f*'(t; Ab, 0) = tr * tz * Âbt ). Ttre

remaining analysis is more slreamlined nov that f*(tr) = f*'(ts) = 0 and

sin3rp= I + Q7lÐ(^b)z. We leave this case to the interested reader.

We mentioned ât the beginning of this section thst we could, without

loss of generality, consider only the timiting behaviour of po and qo as 6

went to zero through negative values (ie., Âb tended to zero on the right).

The essential festures of the anatysis for 6 positive are unchanged. The

principal differences sre that all e,'s are real, and that the angle V,

figuriæ in our work so prominently, is real. This comes at the cost of

having all of the roots t, compler. We elected to work with two resl roots

instead. 0f course, the small 6 timit of the coefficientt Þo and qo are

unaffected by the sign oJ ô as the coefficients are continous functions of

the paraneters b and c; indeed, they are analytic : see lUrr, S 2, p. 521.

6. The Erceptionel Integrrl J

If ve apply the theory of S 2 to the polynomiat h'(t; d, e) (cf. ( l.2ii)), we

see that zeroes of h'are given by

to=f d/6T, * -dl6-e + -dl6-eI2

(6.1)
tr -dl6-er - -dl6-e? - -dl6-e,

t?=- d/6 - e,, + -dl6-e¿ - -d/6-e,

dl6-e

6s

tr=-fm-;,
2

+ -dl6-e
s



rrytere

ß.21

(6.3)

er = fle/3 r dtl3ó)sin(l/3 - u)
e,=fie/3 + d'l36)sinu
*l = - {Gtl * dtl36}s¡n(r/3 * g)

and the angle g is determined in a fashion similar to th¡t employed in

sectioû 3:

sin 3rf¡ - - (de/6 - ll16 - dt 1216lllelS * d't3613t2.

As in sectiCIn three, the square roots can be found by substituting

particular values of (d,e) into formulae (6.1) - (6.3) end seeing what

choiæs of square roots yield all roots of h' * 0. Continuity can then be

used to e¡tend that choice of square roots over the entire region of

lnterest in the de.plane. Indeed, a suitable choice of square roots is that

made for $ 3, sinoe nte may set b=l in (l.ãil, d = I in (1.2ü) and c (of

( l.2i)) = s (of ( 1.2ü)) to yield f+=h.

The analysis of the inregral in (1.'{} now follovs with minor

modification from that of I*, elcept that d will be a very small number.

The causric associated with the ¡ntegrat J is presented in figure 3.17

below. ff interest is the region near the e - axis (recall S I : the integral J

arose from consideration of the behavlour of Q(¡y,zl. with r bounded and

one of y oî zlarge - thus, d is small). Notice that the point Â in figure 3.17,

vhieh cþrresponds to 2 saddle points of J, one of order 3, is bounded

away from the e - aris.

I
i
I

coinphr eeddleo onty Fågure 3-17 - The caustic (the solitl

e
I

four distiøt
rcel ¡addls¡

curves in the iltustrstion)
d comesponding to the phase function-+- .^

two mm$lar eaddlat,

two dis't¡sÉ reel saddlts
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In the illustration provided, the caustic curves are seen to partition the
de-plane into three disjoint open sets: one region contains those values of
for which h/ has exactly four real, distinct zeroes; one region contains (d,e)

for which h/ has complex saddles only; the remaining region (lying
between the two curves in the ptane) contains those values for which h'
has one pair of complex conjugate roots, and one pair of distinct real
roots.

Because of the similarity in the analysis of the integral J vith that of
the integral I* , we only note here that the results of S 3 camy over with
little modification to J(tr; d, e), provided we replace the t.'s and the angle

g of S 3 by those given in equations (6.1) ro (6.3) above.

For reasons identical to those presented at the end of chapter I[, ve
note that uniform asymptotic erpansions of ðQ/Dx, ôelÒy and öQ/öz caî
be obtained by termwise differentiation of expansions of Q. For the case
of x - +0r1, wê differentiate the result given as equation (3.15). When ¡ is
bounded and lyl * lzl * +Et,r/€ *out,o differentìate an unuioe of (3.15),
obtained by performing an analysis of J(tr; d, e) similar to that done for
I*(I; b, c) in S 3 of the present chapter.

I[e continue our investigation of Q(r, y, z) for parameter values near
the cusp poinr.
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Chapter Four. The Expansion of

Q(x ,y,?-) [cont'dl

l - Inrroduction

![e continue our investigation into the ssymptotic behaviour of the

integral given in (3.1.1)., and temporarily restrict our attention to an

associated integral similar to that given in (3.1.3); ie.,ve crnsider

mexp(rillo)

( l.l ) I-(tr; b, ., - f erP(ilf-(t; b, c)) dt ,

æerp(9n¡rto)

vhere

( 1 .2 ) f-(t; b, c) = tsl5 - tt 13 * btz 12 + ci,

The integral Q(¡,y,2) is related to l-(tr; b, c) via the equation

( 1.3) Q( - ¡, y, zl = trtz l-( \Jtz' yx-3t2, u,-21, r>0.

The case of Q(x, y, z) vith x > 0 has already been considered in chapter
I I I.

As was done in chapter IIl, we can examine the saddlepoint süucture
of I- by finding those parâneter values of (b, c) in (t.2) which yietd
saddtes of various orders. IUe find, by minnicking the analysis of the

function F of g l, ch. 3, that f- has saddlepoints of order three when b =
413{6, c = - I ll2, and that along three curves in the bc'-plane, f- has

saddles of order 2. These curves partition the bc'plane in much the ssme

fashion as the curves in figure 3.{ partition the yz-plane. For convenience,

we provide an appropriately modified version of figure 3.4.
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c- xls

Figure {.1. Curves in
the bc.plane which give

rise to saddles of order ì
2. The region interior to
all three curves gives

dlsrinct real zeroes of f- .

The saddlepoint

behaviour of f- is similar
to thst in figure 3.{.

curves of

sotldles of
order two

(o,ll4l

- axis

cusp (sadtlleÞolnt

of order three) at
(413{6, -l/ l2'l

Note the symmetry of the curves in figure 4.1 vith respect to the c -

a¡is. For this reason, ve may restrict our âttention to the case where b )
0.

We shall devote a considerable amount of study to the problem of

finding the rsymptol^ic behaviour of I-(I; b, c) for I -+ +æ with (b, c) in
various pârts of the bc'plane. In perticular, ve q/ilt obtain the large-I

asymptotic behaviour of I-(I;b,c), uniformly valid in a neighborhood of

rhe cusp point (413{:6, -ll l2l. This vitl be accomptished vith the aid of a
quartic transformation studied by N.Levinson llevl in 196t. This, in
turR, will yietd the lsrge positive-¡ behaviour of Q{-x, y,z). The large lyl
* lzl, lrl bounded, behaviour will be examined later in the present

chaprcr.

To proceed further requires an cxamination of the zeroes of AfJAL

2- The Z,eroes of, f-'

With e of (3.2.t) equat to -l16,D = bl4, and E = c, êQuâtions (3.2.21 to

ß.2.61yield
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gt
=c+ ll12

(2.1)

Q.?l

Q.3)

Q.4l

where

(2.5)

-lllt6-b2/ß-cl6

F(2s.;92,9!) = l16
p'(Zx; gz, gr) =t14,

so that the zeroes of ðf-lôl, subject to an appropriate choice of branches,

are given by

116-e2 + ll6 - e,l16-eto=

\= ll6-e 116-e, - ll6-e,

+
I

t

t

I

tz= - l16-e + l16-e, - ll6 - e,

ll6 - e,t3- - ll6-e l16-e2 *

Here, the e, are the zeroes of the associated cubic Siven in (3.2.4). By

using the trigonometric solution of cubies, ve have

s.= (cl3 * ll36lrt2 sin(n/3 - g,)

*"= l"t3 , ll36ltt1f" V
rl = - kt1 + tß6)Ltzsin(n/3 * V),

sin3v =bt6*b2lt6- I l2l6\llc/3* ll36l3tz

Before præeding further, we must determine vhat choices of square

roots åfe appropriate in (2.3) [NB: in the rest of this ehapter, a square roCIt

is taken rc be the principat branchl. As in S 3, Ch. III, this can be

determined by calculating zeroes of Af-lil (= f-') for some vatues of (b, c),

and comparing the results against the possibilities provided by various

choices of branches in formulae (2.3).

Continuing in thts fashion, we first mke b = 413{;6, C = -l I lZ so that f-'
has a zero of order three. At the ffiple zero, tr, we have f-'(t') = f-"(tt) =
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f-"'(t') = 0, so that f-"'(t') - lz(t')z - 2 - 0, of t' - tll{6. From f-'(t) = tl - tl
*({/3{6)t-lllï.x/e see that t' = ll{6 is the triple æro lsinæ f-'( -ll{6}
* 01. With this in hand, it is easy to see thst t = -31{;6 is the remrining

zero of f-'.
Nov, b = 413l;6, c = - ll12 gives, from ß.2.41vith g, *6 Br as in (2.1),

S -4s! so that 0r = êz = €! = 0. Henoe Q.3l becomes

- tll{6 t l/{6 t l/{6
= ttl{ó + l/{6 + l/{6
= +ll{6 t l/{6 ¡ l/{6
=Tll{6¡ll{6tl/{6.

From this, we see that the only choices of t principal branch of each of
(l/6+,)t/2 which can give rise to the roots t/{6 an<t -3l{6 åre the

following:
t principal branch of

to

tr
t2

ts

flt16-e ) {t t6-e ) {(t t6 -e )

g

g,

c
o
IJ
C's
C'

+

+

+

+

+

+

We must, in the chart abwe, choose a row of choices. As was noted for

the matter of choosing branches in Ch.lll, I 3, these choices afe mere

permutetions of each other. We make the choice { * -, since this is the

same choice of branches made in the previous chapter.

With this choict of branches, (2.3) becomes

to=

tr=

ts-

ll6-er* l16 -e'. l16 - e,

ll6-e 116-e + 116 -e,
2I

I

tz= ll6-er+ l16-e
2

l/6 - e,

ll6-e
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+
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where now all square roots have their principal branches. Before

proceecting to onder the Zeroes tu, til tt, t!, a few ObservationS regarding

the ei should be recorded.

Along the caustlc, ve bave

(cl6 * tz I t6 - ttzl6)t = (c/3 r l/36)r

since the discriminant ô of the associated cubic must vanish vhen two or

more \ æincide (cf. equations (3.2.5), (2,1)). Thus, slong the c¡ustic

(e¡ctuding the cusp), (2'5) becomes

sin39=tl, of, 9=tnl6

At the point (b,c) = (0,0), ve find V = -'Ít16, and at the point (b,c) = (0,114),

we get V = 116. Thus, elong the lover arch of the csustic, 9 = -n16, snd

along the upper arch, V = ttl6; see figure 3.1. All level curves sin 39 - 1,

ItlS l, must therefore pass through the cusp. The curve U = -lló vill
prove to be of special interest in later calculations.

We turn now to ordering the t, At the point {b,c} = (0,0), we find t0= 0,

tr= 0,tz= l, and tr= -l sincÊ ü ='Ttl6, êr= 116, êz = ê¡ = -ll t2. with (b,c) =

(0,1/4), V=tt16,ot = ê2 -- ll6,ês = -l l3,we obtain to = t¡ = -ll{2 and t, = tz =

It{2. Finally, at the cusp itself, vhere (b,c) - (413{;6, -ll 12), ve find that

all the e,'s vanish since the associated cubic, (3.2.4l,reduoes to S = {sl in
I

view of the fact that B. rnd B, vanish; see equation (2.1). In this case, we

see that to = t, = te = I /{6 and ts = -3l{6.
Piecing together these values for the tr's on the caustic leads to the

inequality

Q.7l t3(toftr(t2.

Since the t.'s are distinct for values of (b,c) inside the caustic, the
t

inequalities in (2.7) must be strict there. Furthermore, we see that the

rero t, remains isolated from the other zeroes for (b,c) u¡ith b ¿ b0 > 0 for

some bo.
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3. Anely¡i¡ of I-

With the description (2.6) of the zeroes of f- comes the non-uniform

asymptotic behaviour of I-(I; b, c). For (b, c) inside the caustic, ve see

that f- has four distinct real saddles, and so stationary phase immediately

yields the result

rif_(r ; b, c) + ti sgn(f-"(t b, c))/4 2n(3.t ) I-(tr; b, c) - e i'
rlf-"(r

3

ã
i=o

; b, c)l
i

as I tends to infinity, with (b, c) fixed. If (b, c) is on the cåustic, but not on

the cusp, then we have either to = tr (on the lower arch) of t, = t. (on the

upper nrch). For the purpose of illuskation, assume that to = tr. Then, es I
tends to +æ with (b, c) fi¡ed, we have

3

E
i=2

I-(I; b, c) * eitrf-(t ¡; 
b, c) + in s8n(f-"(t, ; b, c))/4 2n

rlf_"(r b c)l

ß.21

Zi133-l/6 f( t /3)ril f-(to; U, c)

Note that f-"'tto) * 0, sinct ve have taken (b,c) to be off the cusp.

At the cusp (b, c) = (4/3{6, -ll l2), we have the triple zero t0 = tt = t¿ =

ll{6, and the simple zero t3 - -3tI6- with this choice of values for (b, c),

L(f ) has the asymptotic behaviour

+

I-(r; a/3{6 , -ll l2l * iTtEstts rut4J nil8 - il/45{6e+
(3.3)

2-7t4 3
3t1 lît' 7ril5{6 -rit4 z3t8 33tE' ffi-rß.41 ^3nitl-ir/45{6

'Vr e oryo
\tt1

gg }\ -+ +fxl.
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If (b, c) lies outside the caustic, then the asymptotic behaviour of I-(I:
b, c) is given by tvo terms from (3.1): one term arises from the

saddlepoint t' the seoond term being the oontribution from the remeining

real saddle. The other two saddles form t oompler oonjugate pair

providing at most an erponentially small oontribution to the value d
L(I) due to oonsiderations of the topography of the saddles (cf. the

discussion following equation ß.3.71and figure 3.5).

As we pass from inside the caustic, through the caustic, and then

outside, we see that the asymptotic behaviour of I- is determined by four

of the t, (inside the caustic), two or three of the t, (on the caustic, possibly

at the cusp), or only two tr. Henee, as tr¡o or three of the saddles coalesce

ns 6 tends to uero, we need the quartic transformstion used by ursell

IUrsl:

(3.4) f-(t; b, c) - z\ 14 - çzz tz + {z + 8.

Ì[e must first determine the parameters Ç, 1, and B tn a fashion vhich
provides for a ':locall' uniformly ¿nalytic I - I transformatioll t + z. Thus,

the three cualescing saddles of f- must oorrespond with the saddles of the

right hand side of ß.41. Let 8(z; Ë, 1, B) denote the quårtie in (3.4).

From the trigonometric solution of cubic equttions, we know that the

zeroes of g'(z; Ë, 1, 8) - zr - lz * rl are given by

(3.5)
z.=?(Ë13)u2 siû(n t3 - 9l
,)=zlçts)t/2 sin g

ir--ztçt3)r/2 sin(n t3 r 0l

where the angle 0 is determined by the equation

(3.6) sin 3S - 33tzqt(2ç3rz¡

By eramining the fuüctions sin(tls - ql, sing, and -sin('fi|S + 0) for

$cl-n/6,n/6[ , we conclude that when the z¡ are real, we have 2s < zz< zi.
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The quartic I must have Ë t 0 in order to have three real zeroes.

Furthermore, the zeroes of I ooincide vhen (È, rt) - (0, 0).

In viev of the inequality (2.71, æupled vith the knowledge that t,
remains isolated from the other t,, we see that the uniformly analytic I -l
solution of (3.4) must preserve the correspondences

lz* z,

Itn 2z

to*2,

How shall the parameters f, r1, and I be determined? The straightforvsrd
approach of substituting the t.'s and their associated z,'s into ß.41very
quiekly leads to a mess. A more elegant approach to obtaining our
parameters begins with en observation from the classical theory of
equations.

tf P(r) = ro + to-lr*t + ... + trr + ao ls an nú degree polynomial with

zeroes r' r., ... , rn, then it is well - known that if ve put

E I¡
À

Eu,t¡rl ,

ß.71

then the si's are related to the coefficients a0, â1, ... , a*, via the formulae

sa=3ro
Fr

3s=

ao = (-l )*so

ar = (-l )o'l s*t

8a = (-l)o"to-,

[= 
- st'
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The s,'s are called elementary symmetric functions of the roots of P(¡) = 0t

lsymmetric sinoe any permutation of the l,'s leaves the r¡'r invariantl; ftr
a discussion of the use of elementary symmetric functions in solving for
the zeroes of polynomials, see [Utp, p. 6l - 651.

We note that the saddles z, zz, and z, are zeroes d the polynomial zl -

Ëz * tl.Use of (3.E) yields the relatlons

(3.e)
Zt* 2z+ Zs = 0

zrtzn Ltzt* zrzr=t
zrz,rLr=-'\.

If we fornn the functions

(3.10)
ú' =f-(to) * f-(tr) * f-(ta)
ú, = f-(to )f-(tr) * f-(to )f-( t, ) * f-( t, )f-(tz )

d, = f-(rolf-(rrlf-(rz),

then use of the correspondence between t,'s and z,'s and equation (3.,1)

vill allow us to erpress the functions (3.t0) as functions of zr, zrandzr.
Use of (3.9) vill then give (3.10) with lhe right-hand sides replaced by
functions of l, t¡ and E. With judicious calculation, r/e vill also be able to
give computable erpressions for f, r1, and B in terms of the d, (i = 1,2,31.

Because of the large number of calculations involved in finding f, q,

and 0 for the mapping (3.41, we first present the method by using a

simpler erample (the cubic transformation of [CFUI), and then display the
results for the quartic hansformation (3.,1). An outline of some of the
inærmediate calculations for the quartic map is provided in the
Appendir.

Let a function c(t; æ) be given which has exactly two coalescing saddles

as the parârneter r[ tends to zero. The cubic transformation of lGFlIl gives

a change of variables determined by

(l.tt) c(t; æ) =zsl|- Ëz * n.
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tf we require that the coalescing saddles t, and t, of c(t; c) æmespond to

the saddles of ztlS - lz * tl, t lt'z.then we can obtain e¡pressions for I
and q by merely solving the pair of equations

c(t,; or) = t -çll'l'ti - Ë( : Ë_t") 
n tr

c(tr; r) = (lrtz)' t3- f( fl/2) * 1

for Ç and r1 lin this case, the comespondence tr * +"', t, * lt" it
assumed; if the only other correspondence is desired, we merely

interchange t, and trl. We find the well-known result

. lt = ( c(tr; æ) * c(tz; s'l l/2
(3' 12) 

È= ßt4;2/3[ c{t,; æ) - c{rr; wl l2t3

by simple arithmetic.

Alternatively, ve could proceed by first_noting that roots 27,22 of the

derivative of the right-hand side of (3.1 I ), zz - f, satisfy

A =zr+ z,
-È = zlz. ,

If we form the functiong

d' =c(tr; u,) + c(tr; *)
d, = c(tr; e)c(tr; æ)

and then use (3.1 I ), we obtain the symmetric functions (of z, and zr)

(3.13)

d, ={zrs * zrsllS- Ë(2, + zrl + 2t¡

ú ,= (zrt zrtltg - (zrzrs + zrs zr)lt3 * (zr3 + zr')qt 3

* l2zrzr- qË(2, * zr) * trz.
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Use of ztr zz- 0 and zltz- -f in (3.13)allovs us to write

úr=(zrt rzzt[s*2rl
(3.1{)

" 
= :ï 

r,:':' 

1,r,,',' r'l ),,r,,', u": .;, :: ï: ;; :': J
To mmptetety erpress the úr's in terms of r1 and I requires the evaluation

of the terms zr' r zrt and zrz * ,r'.To that end, ve square (zr* zrl'

0 = (2,, zrl' - rr' r Zr' r 2zrzr= Zr' * zzz - 2È.

Hence, zrz * zrz - 2ç.

For the sum of cubes, we proceed in similar fashion:

0=(zr * zrlt -rrt* zrt r 3(zr"zzr z{22')-rrt* zrt * Szrzr(zr*zrl

- 

"t 
* z" - 3ç'o'

or, zrt * zrt = g.

Therefore, the elpressions ¡n (3.1{} reduce to

ú 2r¡l
(3.15)

úz=- lÇl/9 * r12.

The former equation gives

11= úrl7 = [c(tr;6] + c(tri ullt?.,

in complete agreement with the fir$t equåtion of (3.12). Substitution of

úr= 2t into the tatter equation in (3.15) yields
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úl=-.1ç!fl *ltz14,
or

È - (9/4)l t'ltr't4 - úzlttl.

To cpmpare with the second equation in (3.12), ve replaoe the ti's by

their erpressions involving c(t,; æ)'

t,-(9/{)t/31 {c{tr;æ}t* c(tr;a)2 + 2 c(tria)c(tr; ulll4
- c(t,; u,)c(tr; or, ¡t13

= (914)rt3l { c(t,; q,)t * c(tr;æ)z - 2 c(tr; u,)c(tr; u.) ltqlrt!.
Thus,

Ë= ßtÐ2l3[ { c{t,; u,) - c{tr; w) )' ll/3.

Compare with the second equation in (3.12).

For the problem of determining t, q, and I in (3.4), ve begin with
equations (3.10) and make use of (3.a). We then reduce the resulting
"mess" through repeated application of equations (3.9). As mentioned

earlier, we vill present the full calculation for d' and state the

consequences for d. and or. The interested reader is directed to the

Appendix for a summary of some of the intermediate compumtions.

We have, from (3.4) and (3.10), the erpression

333
(3.16) o,- E z¡\t4 -Èfirf n . r[r, + 3s

i=l i=l i=l

which immediately reduoes to

ß.t71 Ir= (zrr * rr' r zr'lt4- Ë(zrt r rr' r zr'llz r 38

in view of the first equation of (3.9). To calculate the sum of squares and

the sum of founh powers, we proceed as we dtcl earlier. (3.9) gives

0 =(2, * rr* zr)? -rr'* rr'* rr'* 2(zrzr* ZtZs+ zr1rl

- rr' z"' r zr' - zË
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We square the expression for the sum of squares to get

(zr2 *,r' * rr'r' = 4È'- rrt * rrt * rrt r 2(zrzzrz r zr2zt| r zr'zr'1.

The latter term can be evaluated by squaring the secund equation in
(3.e):

Acrordingly,zr' * zr' zr'-Zl,so that (3.t7) becomes

dr = (zrl * ,r' * zr'll4- Et . 38

{zrzrr ztzsr zrzr')' = Ët = ,r'rr' *^zrzzs' r zr'-zr' ,
+ 2(zr'zrzr* zrzr'zr+ ztzzzs'l

+ Z(z{zztl(zr+ zr+ 2rl
+0

(3.18)

+

erpression for the sum of fourth powers yielcls

::Íi
since zt r zz r zt 0. Hence, ,r'rr' * zrzzt? r zr2zt? = E2. Use of this in the

22

1',,1:,+

==:trll;rl +

+

{Bt = zr' r zr'* zr' * 2È'

so that (3.1E) becomes

Proceeding in similar fashion using the formulae Þresented in the

appendix gives, ad ditionally,

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.21)

tr= -ç2lz r 3E.

d. = lr/16 - or1zlra - BË2 * 38?

ús=-zrrf /64+ r¡'çttsz* B[r/t6 - sr12e! 18 -BzEz12 * 83.

and

The task now before us is that of using equations (3.19) to (3.2t) to solve
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for r¡, B,and I in terms of d' dz, and d!.

From (3.201,we see that ú2ð - 38! * a'Ë'tz= BËt/t6 - 9r12eC/E - E'ç212.

Using this in ß.Zt) gives

ß.22) dr = -27Ir 164 + ¡f Èt tlz + d¿8 r g'Ë'12 - 28' -

We use (3.19) in (3.20) to isolate rlr: from (3.19), ve have

ß.?il B=úrl3* ç2/6

and this in (3.20) gives

ß.241 12 = -Ê3/5{ * 8(úrz - 3ú2ll?7È1.

Similarly, ß.231 can be applied to eliminate all occurrences of B in ß.22).

The result of this is:

(3.25) ús= -27tf 164 + tt'ËttsZ *ßrú2.-2{1t1sl!1

. 
. j(ú', _ súzlÈz tß . È6 fl!. _

If we replace every instance of îlt by the right-hanC side of (3:2{), ve
obtain

t r= ç6 rzs6 - (drz - 3ú zlÈ2 
n4 r (t { z- 2t ,t l9ll3

- (dr' - 3ú21'l(27È')

so that multiplyinsß.?6lby 256Ë2 yields

tu - 3z{ur' - 3rr)çt ¡J + 256(9drd2 - 2ú rt - 27ú )Èz /27

ß.261

ß.271

We note here that

(3.2E)

- 256(112 - 3úrlz lz7 = o.

gúrúz - zdrt -27ús* drt 3úo{úrt - 3du } - 27úr.

(3.28) will be of some value lûter.
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Put Z - Ë' in the octic ß.l7l.The resulting quartic,

z\ - Szlt,' - fi rltß + 2J6(9drd, - zú r' - 27 ú,lltz7
ß.2e1

can then be solved using Greenhill's formulae (cf. chapter 3, $ 2). To that
end, r/e cnlculate the invariants of the required elliptic function.

From ß.2.t) ano (3.2.2),we get

Bz-- 256(crz -3trlz/27 * 3[-t6(urz - 3úz')lg ]? - 0

B, = I -l 6(r,2 - sú z')/gll - zs6(t rz - rt rl2 
tzz I

- 256(arz - st rl2 
rzr -- o,

The first equation in (3.30) represents a happy state of affairs.
The associated cubic of the quartic in Z is S = {s! - g"s - g., so that S =

nrr- gs.Henc€, üre zeroes of S are given by oi(sr/ 4)tt3,i'= 0, 1", Z, where o
is the cube root of unity rd = ezri/3, and (gr/{)t/lis teken with its principal
value. Use of (3.30) permits us to write

(3.30)

(3.3 r )

where we have set

(3.32)
nuh = (9rrc, - 2drt - 27ú sjz

- 642(gtrtr- zrÍr' - zrúsf /272 * l6e{rrz - Jrr}r/9s

= 4(t63xr r' - 3tr)tl9r - 642(gdrú, - zúr' - zTtrl2lzrz

ßrl4ltt}= [16(dr2 - 3úzltgll I - (num/denom) ]l/3,

denom =4(ú12- ,3úe)s.

Also, equation ß.2.31 gives

r^ ^ar /^ t ¿tt-Z(3.33i p(Zx) = l6(dr' - 3úzlÍ9.
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Applying Greenhill's formulae (3.2.6) with the e,'s replaced by the

rllgrl{)l/3 gives

't/-qttt,ã (t- num I
denom /

2

\

z

ß.34)

\ d

?,3 úI

(3.35)

v3

2

Ã

!

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

E
I

t-t¡l

(

vhere the first surd, flrrz - 3úzl, is taken to have its principal value. The

1r4T;{ (
- num\l_ _ I

denom,¡
l_ num ì

denom /
v3

I ü¡l
v3

)

v3

v3

I

- 3ú, l-r^/r- num ì\ denom/ {l- lum ì
denom /

v3
f|ltI )

3
3ú,

otñer surds, as rras the case in chapter 3, $ 2 a¡d in $ 2 of the present

chapter, must have their branches chosen vith care. To do this, we

e¡anine the Z.'s for values of b and c on the caustic; ie., 6 = 0.
I

ô=0impliesthat

r-ur{r nfrfr) (
u3

úll

I

E
i-o

I t_ num ì
denom / )

(s,t - 3ú 1(ú t2 
- sú zl - 27ú,f = 4(ú t2 

- 3r.)r;

for ô - 0 implies thât at least two t¡'s coincide. If, for the sake of argument,

we have to = tr # 12, then f-(to) = f-(tr) * f-(tr). (3.l0), to8ether vith some

ârithmetic, provides us with

gúfd? - 2úrt -2vús= 2[ f-(10] - f-(tz] t3

ú rz 
- 3ú r= I r-(to) - f-(tå) 12.

Use of these ts/o equations, tCIgether with (3.28), establishes (3.35).

Similarly, we obtâin (3.35) in the câse t0 rr l,n = tr.

and
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(3.35) leads to the conclusion num - denom (cf. equation (3.32)), so that

the erpressions for the Z,'s reduce to

zo=ßl3l(d'' - Strlttzltt tl tl)
z-=utSlto]- Stilttz(tl ¡l ¡l)(3'36) 
z'r-(4tslto,i- súrftz?l rl +l)
zi=terclto,t- sti)'tzt'l +l tl),

where in only the first row are signs independently chosen, the choice of

signs subsequently being determined according to ß.2.61. With (3.35) and

(3.18), the quartic (3.29) reduces [o

ls.lll z' - 32{t r' - St rlt 13 * 5 lalt r' - St rlst%tzz' :256(a,e -ltr)¿t27 =0.

The form of the Zr's in (3.36) sFongly suggest,s puttiûg Zt= Hl3)(Ú,t -

Strlttzer.In this evenL, ß.37)yields the reduc.gd equation

elts-zrl*Ee,/3-l=o

Erperiment is noq/ easy, and shovs, for e¡ample, that if we choose the

square roots appearing in the summation in the first equation of (3.34) to

be stl principal branch choices, then E0 = J does not satisfy (3.38), but if

ve choose the square roots so that the first two have theif principal

branch, the last one bein8 the negative of the principal branch, then we

have Eo = I = 8r = S, and Es=-3. This latter chOice provideS Sr'S, all of which

satisfy (3.3S). Hencr, we make, as we have done in the past, this latter

selection of branches for the surds aÞBearing in (3J'f ).

Atl other choices of branches for the Êurds in (3'34) amount to a

reordering of the \s under either of the two choicts of branches

discussed above.

For the sake of notåtionål ease, we leÍ

(3.39) ?ü = l! - (num/denomlll/3-

(3.3E)
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Then, (3.3,{) with our choice of branches becomes

zo^utsl(u,t - lúzlttz|o -xlttz * (l - axlttz - (t - oza¡lrz¡

t., ,^, zr=Ulll(trr'- 3úzrttzlo -x\ttz- (t - wr)ttI * (l -oza¡tn¡(r'{u' zz-utll(d,t - 3úzlrtzl-(t - ?c}t" * ll - tor)l/2 * [t - totr]t'21
Zr--(at3lßr? - 3úzlrtzl (l - ?cllrz * (l - r,t?ü)l/z * (t - tltT.)l/zl,

where atl fractional powers are taken to have their principal value.

For our change of variables (3.4), we require I positive. Recall that
?,-È'. Hence, s/e must determine which of the Z,'s is real and nonnegative.

With squere roots chosen to be the principal branch, we know that

(3.,r I ) ¡; F
whence the observation that n and nz are complex conjugates implies that
(l-torlt/2 and (l-r,lra)t/2 arr conjugates. Thus, of rhe 4'r in (J.{0}, we

see that only Z. and Z, can be real.

To determine which ol L, or Z, gives rise üo real square roots, ve
e¡amine the timiting behavlour of Z, and Z, as we âpproach the caustic.

From (3.35), we know, for ô Rear zero, that the ratio (num/denom) is

approximately I in which case 11, is tending to zero. Applying the

binomial erpansion yields the appro¡imation

ß.42,) (t _oi,,)U2=| _s¡içt}* O(?ûa).

Use of this in the expressions for Zrand Z, gives

{l - x,}l/'* ll - rdË}t/z* [t - w2'a¡ttz

- I -(o * ûr'- tlX/Z* O(?üt)
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(l - T,)l/z * (l - t^lr.)t/z* (l - w'ï"lrtz

= 3 - (ro * [,tl * llXll* O(T.t)

- 3 * o(7ç2).

Thus, Z, is positive, and Z, is negative 3o thåt

Use of the fåct tnat Ç must be Bositive inside the csustic yiclds

l- t(4131"'(or' - 3úzlrtl .

l-tr - :l-lttz * {l - rùxlttz* (l - wz:)-¡ttz1trz.

È= Øtît''(ur' - súzlrtl -

[-tr - xlttz * {l - ur)ttz* (l - uza¡ttz1rrz.
13.431

ß.231 anrl (3.24) therefore yielcl computable erpressions for I ancl 1
respectively.

Before continuing vith the development of the uniform erpansion of

I (tr;b,c), we e¡amine the sign of the term úrz - súrappearing in all our

formulae for Ç, 1, and L We shall also provide an alternate erpression for
q, potentialty d use in numerical work, vhich does not involve retios of

terms which vanish ås we approach [he cusp, as is the case in ß.241.
Straightforvard calculation reveals

f f-tt,t - f-(t¡)F = 2l f-(to)2 * f-(tr)z * f-(t.)z
i(i -f-(ro)f-(tr)-f-(t,[-(t.]-f-(to)f-(ru]l

=Z(úí - 3ú21,

whenee, inside and on the câustic, drz - 3ú, ) 0. Furthermore, passing

outside the cåustic {with b } 0), we see thÊt one of the t.'s, vith 0 I i f 2,

is rea[, the other two being comple¡ conjugates (t, is always real for b )0).

In such case, lwo of the f-(ti) ffe cûmplex conjugates with the remaining

one real. Thus, ú rz - 3ú ris rea! outside the caustic as well, although it may

be negalive.
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As to the calculation of n , we observe that (3.20) implies

úrB + Itl' - 38t = eftrt6 -or¡tefra.

From this and ß.Zt), we have

ús= -zrrf164 + q'çt t3z * drB * Btçt - 3Bs - E'ç'/2 r Bt

= -zrt t64 + r12f!/3 I + ú rB 
r B'Ë'lz - zït .

Using (3.19) gives

út=-zr\\..64, + tÈt ttz + dzB * 3Br - úrB' - zBs

= -zzt t6q r r¡zçt llz * drB - ú,Bz * Br,

ït - 21'çt 127 - 6{(8r - ú,Bt *,drB - úrll27 = 0.

The quadratic formula Yields

f * ç'tzt t ç6 tzzz * 64(9r - dr8' * drB - úsll27 ,

or

or

ß.441 Il'= 16 + 27.64[T tr - r-(ti ))
i=0

The appropriate sign in ß.441can be determined from ß-241

When taking the squâre root of f in either t3.2Ð or (3.44), we choose

it so that it is negative on the arc of the caustic ioinins (0, 0) to (4/3{6,

-1112), and positive on the arc ioining (4/3{6, -lflzJ to (0, l/'Í}; see

figure 4.1.
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It is interesting to note that we have obtained closed form erpressions

for the parameters î, È and I sppearing in (3.{}. Ursell, in e¡amining the

quartic trsnsformation (3.{), remarks that 1, E snd B can, in principle, be

constructed from convergent power series (a consequence of the use of

Levinson's theorem), and that the power series approach is not practical

computationally. He further states thât the parameters 1, Ç and I can be

obtained srithout erplicit reference to the uniformly analytic one-toüe
solution to (3.{), but does not 80 on to provide expressions for the

parameters; cf. lllrs, p.64 - 651. This has been acrcomplished here.

TUith our trtnsformation ß.41completely determined, we can prwted

to the uniform expansion of I-(I).
Since t, remains isotated from to, t' t, for b > 0, we revrite I-(I) as the

sum of two path integrals:

I-(I; b, c) = e
ilf-(t; b, c) iÀf-(t; b, c)

dtdr + lr
e

z

r/10

Figmre 4-2- t-plane
integration patbs for
the I,(I; b, c).

(3.45) t

= Ir(À; b, c) + I.(tr;b, c)

q/here I,(I; b, c) denotes the integral of exp{ilf-(t; b, c)} over the contour

[,, with the f¡ as depicted in figure 1.2 below.

rrI 2ql10

3nll0
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l', m1V.be taken to be the steepest descent curve through t, beginning
et *"91il10 and ending at *ul3ni/10. Thus, Ir(r; b, c) has an
asymptotic erpansion of the form

00

ß.46) Ir(tr; b, .) * *iN-(tr; 
b' cl - ttil4 

f a,(u, c) r /¿
i=l

as r tends to +æ. The leading term has the coefficient

2¡ß.47) ar(b, c¡ =
- f_"(rr; b, c)

which is well{ehaved for b } bo , 0. Note that f-"(tr) , 0 since t, is a local
marimum of the quintic f_ .

For the integral lr()r; b, c), we invoke the quartic transformation (3.4),

and introdu¿r the function sequeûces (Þo), tQo), tro), (go) and (ho) defined

by

Bo(z; ç, q) - Þo * Qoz * 1022 * (zr - fz * rq)ho(l; Ë, rl)

ôhr(z; Ë, rll/ôz = çr(z; t, l)
(3.4S)

= Þr*l * Qr*rz * rr*tzr * (zl - fz + 1)hr*r(z; Ç, r1)

fork=0, 1,2,...

vhere 8o(z; ç, rl = drldz (cf. equation (3.4)). The coefficientr Þa, rl" and ro

are functions of Ç anc r1 whlch, in vlew of our expresslons for Ç, 1 and B

in terms of b and c, in turn can be regarded as functions of b and c.

Through repêated substitution and partial integration, we obtain

,- itrBI.{r; 
b, c} - ¡ 

ntz* t< - lz2 tz * trt)Bo{r, 
f, î) dz

ooFo(tr; Ë, I) * QoFr(tr; Ë,q) * roF.(tr; f, 1)

[ ^ 
ñ(zrr,l - lzz tz + {z) (2, - çz + q}ho(z; B, q} dz ,' fa"
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md

(3.51)

e- 
ir8 lr(r; b, c)= ÞoFo(r; ç, q) + qoFr(l; È, I) * roFr(r; f, 1)

- 
* l.t 

i)'(ztl{ - çzz tz + r[u ) 
B,(z; ç' q] dz

= "' = 

,ä,+)ilo, 
rotr; Ë' 1) * e, F,(r; B' 1) * r, Fr(r; Ë'q)l

(* ) 
' t 

[ 
*i](ztl' - çzz rz + !z] 

soo¡(z; Ë, q) cz

(3.{e) I.(r; b,.) * ,t"Xt*)¡to, rotr; Ë, q) + q' F,(t; Ë, rt} * r, Fr(r; Ë, q)l

+

vhich yields

i=0

as \ tends to +tx], uniformly valid for (Ç, q) "near" the caust ic 2772 - 4Ët =

0; ie., uniformly valid near the caustic in the bc'plane r/ith b ). b0 > 0, and

(b, c) vithin a band of fired distance from the caustic.

The funcrions F. appearing in (3.'{9) are Siven by the integrals

(3.50) F.(ì; f, u, = Ia.tx(z\t4 
- ç22t2 + {z} ,' d,

9ni/8with k = 0, 1,2.C is a contour in the z-plane beginning at æe and

ending at æeTi/E. wittt the change of variables u = zllrrtl,we find

Fo(ì; Ë, q) = tr- 
t/4P{-trt/zq, 13/41)

Fr(tr; f, ît) - - itr- 
l/2 Py(-tr1/2ç, )r3/4q)

Fr{À; Ë, q) = - 2iÀ- tt*Pr(-Àt"ç, tr3'*rl}

8ô



where the function P(r, y) is the Pearcey function of chapter 2, and the

functions P, nnd P, are the first order partial derivatives of P(r, y) vith

respect to r and y respectively. Use of (3.51) in ß.49) yietds the

erpansion

iTB (i)' I q i"o P{ - tt/zç, f",rl
o0

Ã

py(- rr/2 ç, f" rl) - zir,ft" o, ( -I 
t" 

B, l"t qü

I.(À; b, c) * e

(3.52)
-iq

-lt2
T

as I tends to +trl, uniformly valid for (b, c) in s band of fixed distance

from the caustic, vith b ¿ b0 > 0 for some fixed positive bo.

The expansion of I-()r; b, c) is therefore given by the sum of (3.52) and

(3.46). In particular, t¡e obtain the uniform approrimation

ilf_(rr; b, c) - nil4
I-(tr; b, c) = e

+ eilB( p'(b, c) l-t/a p(-rllzÈ,r3/att)

(3.53)
- iqo(b, c) r I l?vrl-t l/2È,r3/{tr)

where the Gsymbols are independeût of (b, c).

The expansion of Q( -x, Y, z) nov follows directly from (3.52) through

the use of (1.3).

In the next section, we devote some time to analyzing the nature of the

mapping ß.4. In particular, ve will determine the effect of (3.4) on

integration paths, and verify that the change of variables determined by
(3.4) is valid for a large region ån the conaplex plane.

- 2iro(b, ç¡ ¡-314 Pr(-r ll2Ë,^3/41))lt + o( l/r)l
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{- Conformel Happing

Ve begin by supposing that a point (b, c) lies inside the caustic (recall
figure 4.1 ). Then there are four real saddles for ( l.l ), t, . to . tr ( t,, of
which only to, tt and tz are involved with confluence since b is taken to be
positive. As vas the case in chapters tvo and three, ve determine the
curves for which Imf-(t; b, c) = 0. These are disptayed below in figure 4.3.

4aiLl5
00e æe3ri/J fxle núJ

**til5

Figure {-3-
Curves in the
compler

t-plane for
which Im
f-(t; b, c) = 0.

The real aris
is included as

such a curve.

tr to tl t2

Rs R2

Rl

Rr

t - plane

These curves, which include the real axis, partition lhe t-plane inrc
several disjoint regions. We shall consider only those labelled R, , ... , R., ,

as our integration côntour for Ir(I; b, c) of equåtion (3.4j), l', , can be
chosen to lie entirely vithin Rr U Rz U R, U R. , or this union's closure.

We vill see lhat the (locat) uniformly analytic one-toone solurion of
ß.4) is indeed one-toone on this union.

Sincç rhe saddles of g{z; q, q, 0} under the uniformly analytic solution
of (3.{} correspond with the t.'s in the fashion tz*z' tt*zt , toerz, , wê

have zs , zz ( z, for (b, c) inside the caustic (thig can elso be seen from
(3.5)). Hence, the z-plane curves for vhich Img(z;|,î,8)=0 partition the
z-plane inþ the disjoint regions displayed in figure 4.4. Again, the real
a¡is is a curve for vhich Im g(z) = 0.

Ve will be concerned with th6 regions labelled 8, , ... , Q,.
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rll?
3?,i11 tx)e

fne

02

zz 21

alll

real Z - axis

Q! Figure {.{- Curves in
the compler z-plane for
which Img(¿)=9. As in
the previous figure, the

real aris is such a

curve.

o

zr
Ql

Z - plane

Introduce an intermediate variable Z so that (3.4) becomes

(4.1 ) f-(t; b, cl =Z = B(z; E, tt, 8).

We considerthe effectsof the maps t->L=f-(t; b, c) and zqZ=8(z; Ë, 1,

B) on domains R, and Q, resPectivelY.

Consider R, in the t-Þlme as depicted in figure 4.5.

c (*en¡/J)

t - plane

D (*eoi/to)
D

^A Z - plane:
B (r2)

FÃgu¡re 4-5. Effect of

mapping t+Z on the

x-pfane region Rr.
A
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The arc BD is the steepest desænt curve from t, to æet¡/10. The arc BC

is the upper ertent of the region R,. Under ({.1}, the image of R, is the

upper half-Z-plane depicted in the right hand illustration in figure 4.5.

The map p7. on Q, Þroduces a similar effect. Refer to fi8ure 4.6. In the

lef!-hand illustration, the curve BD ls the steepest descent curve of ig(z)

beginning at z, and ending et æerirt. BC is the upper ertent d Qr. Under

(4.1 ), Q, maps to the illustration at the right of figure 4.6.

ç 1*etil{)
D

z - plane

D (æer¡/t
Z - plane

A
B (S(2,) = f-(tz))

Figure ,l-6- Effect oJ the mapping z+Z on the z-plane region Qr.

Thus, T/e see that, under (,1.1), the region R, maÞs to Qr.

We now direct our attention to R' In figure 4.7, Lhe arcs CD and BA

bound the region R, ; these are curves for which Im f-(t; b, c) = 0. The arc

EE is rhe steepest ascent curve from t, ro æe31i/10. Under ('{.1), the region

mrps to the Z-plane as illustrated on the right of figure {.7.

It is easy to see thât B, C reverse ordering upon application of the map

t-rZ since tt is a læal ma¡imum of f-, and lz is an adiacent local

minimum.

Consider z-+ 7. acting on Q, ; refer to figure 4.8. CD and BA are eurves

for which Im g(z) = 0; these two srcs bound Q, on two sides. BE is the

steepest ascent curve from zr to ms3ïila. under ('{.1), Q, maps to the

half-Z-ptane given in the ri8ht-hand side of figure 4.8.

As v¡as the câse for R, and Q, , s/e see that f-(t) = g(z) provides us with
a one-tmne map from R, onto Qr.

Simitar analysis applies to the mapping from R, to 0, (see figure 4.9).
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DE

B (r2)

t - plane

B (f_(r ) DA
ç(r+tii)l

c (r1 E

Z - plane

D

Flgure 4.7- Effect of the mapping t + Z on the t-plâne region Rr.

))
D

C(zrl B (zr) E

z - plane Z - plane

Figure 4-8- Effect of the mapping z+ Zon the z-plane region Q.
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AD

c (ro) B (t1)

E
Z-plane

B:(f:(

C (L(to) = B(zr))

t-plane

D

L-

D A

A

Figure {.9- Effect of the maps

t + 7. and z * Z on the regions

R, and Q"respectively.

C (zr) B (zr)

z-plane

Finally, we turn to Rr - Q. . In figure 4.10, in the t-plane, CE is the

steepest descent curve from [o to *el3í¡/10, and the comesponding curve

in the z-plane is the steepest descent curve from z, to mesnilt.

we note here that f- deffeases stesdily from +ffi to -oo ås t moves

from ¡ = *e6til3 19 B = t, , then to C = to , and then to D = æezf,¡/t.

Similarly, g deffeases steadily from +ffi to -m as z moves from [ = +ffi to

C = z, to D = meSn¡/{. Since g(zr} = f-(t'), this innplies the eristen¿e of a

point B' in the interval | -æ, zrl such that s(B') = f-(ts). This is indicated in

figure 4.t 0.
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B( c( E)

t-plane

D

cA

B

AD

Z-plane

A

E

C (zr)

Figure 4-tCI- Effect of the

mappings t + 7. and z -+ Z on the

domains R, and Q, , respectively
z-plane

Thus, R, - Q. in a one-to{ne, onto fashion. To obtain the mappings of

regions coniugate to the R, to regions coniugate to the q , we merely "flip"

all illustrations about the real t, Z, and z-ares, and replace "ascent" by
"descent" and vice versa.

If (b, c) ties on the caustic (but not at the cusp), then two possibilities

arise: either to - tIt t2 ' or t0 # tr - t2. No other possibilities exist, for if
we had to=t* then we would have to = t, = t, (in which case, (b, c) is at the

cusp). Assume that t0 = tt f 12 (it is easy to moctify our treatment for the

câse to # t, = tr).
Figure 4. t t grnphicalty presents l,he regions R. and Q. in the case ô = 0

with to=t' # t, (and, ¿tnsequently, zs = zz f zr). As it is readily apparent

how these regions map, no further comüIentary vill be provided.

The case where all of to , t, , and tz coincide is displayed in figure 4.12.

This case csrresponds to that of (b, c) equal to the cusp (4/3{6, -t ll?.1.

Again, as the mapping from R, to Q is immediate, no further discussion
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F E

D
H

I

t-plane z-plane

Ftgure {- [ t. The regtons Rr , ... , R, and Qr , ... , Q., in the case where (b, c)

lies on the caustic, not at the cusp (to = t, * tr)

F
t - plane

G

G
H z - plane

H

G

cc

E

AA

H

B

D

AA

Figure 4-lZ' The regions R, and Q, in the case where (b, c) = (413{6,

-ll l?'t, the cusp of the c&ustic.

wilt be given, aside from noting that, at, tåe cusp, we have È = 1= 0 and

B(z; ç, î1,8) = zo14 o f-(l/{6; c/3{6, -lllzl.
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This concludes our treatment of the mapping (,f .1 ) vhen [he rooß [, ,

fOf i - 0, 1,2,3 , afe feal.

Suppose (b, c) lies below the caustic so that t, < Re to'Re t, , t, vith to
and tz mmplex coniugates, and lm t, > 0 lthis can happen in the situation

vherä (b, c) lies below the caustic on the g = 0 curve b2 = 2127 - 8c/3; see

(2.5)1. Our treatment of (,,f .1 ) proceeds in a fashion similar to that used for

the study of the crcnformal mappin8 properties of f. in the case of compler

roots: we do not rely strictly on curves Im f-(t) = 0, but instead use

steepest curves through the complex saddles.

We consider the cutves ln ftgure 4.13.

G c

E( )

Figure 1-13- Curves
partitioning the t-pl8ne

for the case of two
compler saddles.

(ro)

A
H( (r, )

M
I L

t-plane

Here, CEM is the curve Im f-(t) = 0 passing through tr. It begins at

**-nil5 and ends 8t æe¡i/5. Similarly, GHI is the curve Im f-(t) = 0
passing through ts. GHI begins at æe4îil5 and ends at *eónilJ.

The broken curve issuing from B is the steepest descent curve to
ægfi/10.

The curve DEF is the steepest ssc\ent curve passing through tz ,

beginning åt æe7rilto and ending ât ooeSni/1o. The curve JKL is the

steepest descçnt curve passing through tu beginning at ooetSll/t0 and

ending at æel7ri/lo.

The regions R' , R, , and R, map to the Z -plane as displayed in figure

4.14
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'l
't
.r
.l
'l
]

f_(Rr)

ll
D,F

c A
B

F[glre 4. td[- Z-plane l¡nages of tbe
regions R' , R, , &nd R, of figure I3.

M I

c
)E

F
Frgure {- 15- Curves

partitioning the z-plane

for the case of tvo
crmpler saddles of g(z)

K (zr)

In figure 4.15, we note that CEM is tfie eurve lm g(z) = 0 passing

through z¿ , beginning at me-n¡/{ and ending åt *e"to. ÐEF is the

steepest ascent curve through z, beginning at æe71¡i/8 snd ending at

ooeSîi/8. JKL is the steeBeet descent curve tfuough z, starting at æeeîil8

and ending at æel3î¡i/8.

The inoages of 0, , Q, and Q, under the mspping z + Z -- g(z) in the

Z-plane are given next in fi8ure 4.16.

I'

J

A

M

ET



IGc

Ac fri
D,F

LJ

Figure 4.16. Z-plane images of
the regions Q., , Q, , and Q, of figure
4.1 5.

M G,I

Thus, the mapping ({.1) or rather, the uniformly analytic ons-toone

solution to (3.4) raking to - z, ,lt- zz and t. - zt, is one-toone and onto

from R, - 0. for i = 1,2, 3.ll

Accordingly, the lntegration contour [, in (3.,{5) can be chosen so that

its image in the z-plane, C (cf. (3.50)), is:

i) for (b, c) inside the cåustic, l', is chosen to be the steepest

descent curve from *rlSnil l0 through to to, followed by the

straight line segment lto , trl, followed in turn by the steepest

descent curve from t, to æefli/ lo.

Under (4.1), this [, maps to the steepest curve beginning at

*r9ni/B paesing lhrough to zs , followed by the line segment

[z'zrl, followed in turn by the steepesü deseent curve from z, b
**nil8.

ii) for (b, c) on the caustic (even at the cusp), the sâme desmiption

in (i) applies, except the intervals lto, trl and lz*, zrl may nov be

points.
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iii) for (b, c) off the caustic vith, s¡y, tt real, l', may be chosen to

be the steopest desænt curve beginning rt æel1ttillo, peooing

tfirough to to, then along the straight line segment joining to to t'
and then folloved by the st€epest desoent curve from tr to
*. ril 10.

The image of l'r, C, then is the steepest descent curve from

*.9ni/8 to z' followed by e curve ioining z¡ b z, (contained

vithin the region Qr; see figure {.15}, followed thereafter by the

steepest descent curvs from z, to æeri/8.

5. A [,tmåt¡n8 Case

As an example of the use of the quartic ffansformation fornulae
developed in g 3, and as a check on the validity of our resulls, r¡e
determine the limiting form of the coefficients ¡o the approrimetion
(3.53) when our perameters (b, c) tend to the cusp Ul3{3, -ll12). This

calculation showcases the determinatiott of the parameters (8, r¡, B), and

mates use of rhe e¡plicit formula for Ë presenled t3 equalion (3.{3).

We begin by taking (b, c) to lie on the caustic. From the discussion on

pa3e 70, it io readily seon that the U, - -ttl6level curve in the bc - plaae

coûta¡ns the lower arch of l.he caustic ioining (0, 0) lþ Ul3{3, -lll2l, nd
rhar the V = tl6level curve conmlos lhe upper rigbt arc,h of the causlic

ioining (1t3{3, -lll2l to (0, ll4l; see figure {.1. We will take (b, c) to lie

on thåt part of the caustic ioining (0, 0) to Vt3{3, -ll l2), so thtt g - -fll6
with c ¡¿ -l /12 (c= -ll 12 would ptaæ us at the cusp). with these choices

for g and c, it is easy to see rhat (2.5) becomes

al6 +bz/16 _ l1216 = _(cft * ll36l3tz,

a quaciratic equadon in b. Put c = Âc - lll2. Use of this in the Previous

equation implies

bz = (8/27 )tl - 9Ac - 54{Ac/3 ftzl ,
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so that if b is positive, u/e may write

(5.1) b = (4/3{6)tl - eÀc- 5a(Âc/3)stzftz

for a point (b, c) on the arch of the caustic under examination. We will use

(5.1) ertensivety to develop Ac * 0* limits for a variety of quantities
needed in the calculation o¡ po, Qo and ro in (3.53).

Before proceeding, u¡e shall determine conputable expressions for po,

qo and ro. First note that on the V = -l/6 portion of the caustic, we have to

= tf ( tz so that z! = Zz 12, in viev of the correspondence tz.* 21,t, <+ Z,
to* 2r.Furthermore, from 0 - -tt/6 ve have t1- -2{l/3)ye(cf. equation
(3.6)), zf 2{(Ët3), and zz= zr= -{1Ë/3).

From the firsr equation of (3.48), rre get

and

(5.2)

(5.5)

vhich impties

(5.3} Bo(zr) - Þ0 * zßß'ftzqo * (4Ël3)ro

(5.4) Bo(zr) - p0 - (ltilrtzlo * (l/3)ro 
,

in view of the fact rhar (zr - çz - z(/3¡va)no{z) vanishes ar z, and zr. As
(5.3) and (5.4) âre a pair of linear equations in the three unfnowns p0, q0,

ro, (5.3) and (5.4) are insufficient for determining po, go and ro uniquely.
A third (linearly) independent equation can be formed by differentiating
$.?lvith respeet to z:

so'(z) -{0 * 2zro+ (322 -f)ho(z) * (zt - lz-2$t3i3l2)tro'(z}.

EValuation of the last equation at z, implies

so(z) - dt/dz- Þ0 * Qoz * t oz' 
* (z' - çz - z$tnstz)ho{z),

Bo'(2,) - Qo - Z(Çtïrlzr 
o.
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Thus, (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) determin€ Þo,Qo and ro.

Subtract (5.,{) from (5.3) to get

Bo(2,) -Bo(zr) -3(Èt3fttQo * qto.

Mulriply (5.5) by 3(Ç/3)r/2 ro ger

3(Èßf tzso'(zr) 
= 3(q/3)t/tqo - 2tro.

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

Subtracting (5.7) from (5.6) yields

Bo(2,) - Bo(zr) - 3(Eß)Lt2Bo'(zr) = SBro

or, upon solving for rn,

(5.9) ro = IBo(2,) - ro(zr) - 3(V3f t2eo'(zr)l/(3f 
)

Use of this in (5.5) then provides us with

(5.10) q0 =Ejþzlls * Zlto(zr) - eo(zr)U{Q7Èl

Finally, (5.9) and (5.10) together in (5.{) give

(t. t t ) po' gohrlt9, Egohzl/9 * QlSl(ltilttzt ;hr)

Thus, once we have determined 8o(zr), 8o(2.) and go'(2.), equations (5.9) -
(5. t I ) will provide us with values for our coefficients.

To calculate the so(zr) and go'tzr), we return to the mapping (3.4). If we

differentiate (3.4) twice with respect to z (bearing in mind l.hat go(z) =

dtldzl,we obtain

f-"{t)sot{z} + f-'(t)Bs'(u) = 3z? - E.

EValuation at t = t0 * z= zzyields no information (since f-'(to) = f-"(to) = 0

ttu



at the order two saddle t0), while evaluation at t = f,r * l= zrytelds

f-"(rz)go.( zrl - Jzrz - ç - 3(2(ç t3ftzf - Ë - 3ç,

or

go(zr) = t {(3flf-"(tr))

Reasoning as was done for the Pearcey integral (cf. Ch. II, g {) shows that
we must take the positive square root (briefly, f-"(tr) > 0 since t, is a local

minimum of f- so we see that the ratio inside the square root is positive;

since z must increase with t, the positive square root must be extracted).

Therefore,

(5.12) 8o(2.,) * {(lgrr-"(tr)).

To continue, r/e differentiate f-"(t)Boz(z) * f-'(t)Bo'hl = 3zz - Ç again

with respect to z to get

f-"'(t)Bor(z) + 3f-"(t)ro(zlso'(z¡ + f-'(t)ro"h) = 62.

BValuation of (5.13) at z- zz r+ t - to yields

f-"'(to)803(zrl = 6rr= 6( -ßßltz)

(5.13)

(5. r 4)

or

Bo(zr) = I - e(Ër¡ )tt2 n-.ft') l t".

Differentiate (5.t3) with respect to z to get

f-""(t)eoì(z) * 6f-"'(t)eo2(zlso'(z)

- 3f-"(r[eo'(z))z * ¿f_"(t)gu(z)eo"(z) * L'(t)Bo"'(z) - 6.
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Evaluating this at z - zz * t - to Bives us, after some arithmetic,

Bo'(2,) - l6 - f-""(to)sot(2,)lr(6r-"'(tolsot(2,)).(5.15)

(5.17)

It is, at this point, clear that go(zr), 8o(zr) and go'(zr) can be erpressed in

terms of f- , its derivatives, and f.
We turn to the calculation of these latter quantities. To begin, we apply

the binomial theorem in the form

(l * ¡)l/2 = | + !12 -v'18 + vsll6 * o(¡t)

to (5.1) wirh x = -9(Ac)( I + 2(Ac /ilrtz'l to obtain

(5.r6) b, = (4/3{6}lr - 9(Lcl/2- 9(Âc)3/2 t{3 - s t(Âc)?¡t

- E r(Ac)tt2tz{il - zr .3i(Âc}31t6 * o(ac}7/21.

For the limiting forms of the saddles to and t' T/e note that V = -nl6
implies, from (2.4),

ef (Lcl3)tt2

€z = €s = -(Âcl3)l ''t2;

recall that ve have set c = Lc - ll 12

Therefore,

to = fi l16 -er) * fl l16 -er) - {(t/6 - er)

= {(l/6 -er)

= (r/{6){(r - 6(ac/3lLt?l.

We appty the binomial formula agaín, but unlike the case for b, s/e
f --- -,- -- ^-:--¡:--.must, use tne nlBner orqer äpprurlmätluu
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(l * r)t/2 = I + tl}-t'tE * ttlt6 - 5xt¡tzE
* Tts tz:,6 - zlts I loz4 * o(¡7)

with r - -6(Ac ll)ttz in order to provide an appro¡imation of to to the

same order as that for b in (5.16). Ibine this gives

(5.18)

as Âc-¡ 0

(5.1e)

ro - I t{6 -(-ll{6}[{3(Âc)r/2 * 3(Acl/2* 9(Âc)3/2t(z{t)
* 45(Âc)2 tE + 7 .ï7(LcPtztß{l',l
+ zl . zr (A,c)s tt 6 * o(Ac)7/21

We proceed similarly for tr:

t, =-{( l16 -e,) * {( l16 - er) * {(t/6 - er)

=- {( lt6 -e') * 2{( l16 - er)

= - ro * (2/{¿){(t * (3Àc)t72}.

Applying the binomial approximation used abov,e, in adclition to the

approximation (5. I 8), yields

r, - r r{6 =(t/{6}[z{i(Ac)t/2 * J(Acil4 + t5{3(^c}3/2¡a
* 7. 45(A c)z t6q * tr -6i{3(Âc)Jtz / tzl
+ zt .zr .St (Âc)315 t 2 * o(Âc)sl

We are now in a position to calculate f-(to) - f-(tz) which ve shall see is

required in the calculation of f. We vill use a Ïaylor expansion of f-
about the point t = I /{6 in this computation:

(5.20) f-(r) =f-0/{6) * f-'(tr{6Xt - l/{6) + ,tt2)1-"(tr{6Xt - l/{6f

+ (t/{6Xt - l/{6)" + (1/5Xt - l/{6}5
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(5.21)

$.22)

and

(5.23)

(5.24)

and

(5.?5)

Thus, use of (5.20) - (5.23) with each of (5.18) and (5'19) Sives

f-(l/{6) = -ll{5{6 * (Âc)/2{6 - (Ac)3/2t3{Z- s(Ac)zr8{6

- 3(Âc)t/2 t2{2 - 3.35(^c}r/16{6 * CI(ac}7/2,

f_'(l/{6)= - lz(Ac)ïtzt{3* 9(Ac)2/{ * 9(Âc)ttzt{3
* 3. j5(Âclr/B * o(Âc)7/21

f-"( I /{6) = -{4/{6)[ 3$cltl * {3(Ac)3 
t2 + 27(Ac)z 18

* z7(Àc)i tz tzls * 9. j5(Âc)r/ I 6 * o(Ac)7/21

r-(r^) = -l / 43{6* (Âc)/2{6 - (Âc}3/2tl{z-l(Âc)¿rs{e

s(Lcl\t?lt0{2 - l5(ac}3 lt6it6* o(ac)7/2

f-(tz) = -l145{6 * (Ac)/2{6 - (Ac)3/2ß{Z

Sz(Âclzts{6 - 42(^ ùt'2tl{z
15. 83(Âclt tSz{t * o(Âc)7/2.

Subtractine ( l.Z: ) from $.?41 gives

(5.26) f-(ro) - f-(rz \ =(zz t4it6XÂc)z lt - e {¡(a ùtr2t5
+ {5(Âc)/6 + O(Ac)3/zl.

Since úr" - 3úr= (f-(t0) - f-(tz))z on this portion of the caustic (see the

discussion foltowing {3.35)}, wã hanu (srt - 3ú zlrtz = f-(to) - f-(tz).

Observe ttrat (3.35) is equivalent to the expression num = denom,

where num nnd denom âre presented in ß.321. This in turn implies that

T., in (3.39), is zero. Hence, (5.26) toÊether with I = 0 and ß.431yield

l=2-tta3tll(Acilt n 3{3(AclttztS + 9. t0l(Ac}/,f00
* o(Ac)3/21.

ß.27j
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With I in hrnd, we can proæed to tbe calculation d 8o(zr), 8o(zr) and

go'(zr). We obtaln go(zr) ftrst. Differentlattûg (J.20) twiæ wlth reepect to t

and using (5.19) and (5.23) in the result gives

(i.28) f-"(tr)* (lE/{6} ltAcl * l3(Ac)3tz r 4J(Ãc¡zlt6
- 33{3(a clJtzlS * dac)rl'

Dividing (5.28) into 3Ë gives

gçlf-"(ra) -2'3t43rro It - z{E(ac)t tzlJ * 33(ac)/50 * o{ac}'/21

so that, from (5.12),

(5.2e) Bo(2,) =2'3t83Ltt lt - {3(ac)t/2 15 + 27(ac}/100 * o(ac}3/21.

To get go

Differentiete
), we first compute the timiting behaviour of f-"'(to).

20) once more end use (5.1E) to get

f-"'(to) = - ll¡ (Ac¡tt2 ro(Ac)7/z.

Bo{zr) =2'ststtt8lt * {E(nùttzllo
* 3'8 t(Ac)/800 * o(Àc)3/zl.

(

(

z2

5.

With (5.14), (5.27),(5.30) sfid the binomial rpprorimations

(l * ¡)t/2 = I + tlT-¡tlE * fr¡l)

end

1¡ * r)r/3 = I +r,ll-t'lg * q¡l),

we have

(t.30)

(5.3 t )

To obtatn Bn'(zr), we differentiate {5.e0} one last ttme end FUt t = to,

with tres given in (5.t8). This gives

lt?



Using (5.30) to (5.32) in (5'15), ve errive at

Bo'(zr) =- 2'ïa33/{5-tl | + zt {3(ac)t/2 t40 + 0(ac)1.

Bo(2,) - Bo(zr) = -24tartl8[ ld¡(¡ c)ttL I l0
+ 27(Aù1E00 + O(Âc)3/21 ,

With 8o(zr), 8o(zr) and go'(zr) at our disposal, ste are in a position to

calculate the coefficients Po, 9o and ro- We do ro first.

From (5.29) ancl (5.31),we have

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

(5.35)

(5.36)

f_(þ){to ) = e4 t {6¡[ r - {¡( ¡c ¡t 
tz - J|0icl t Z * O( Âc)3/21.

t o= {z4te*ß63tß2 . 25))lt * o(ac)l/21

and from (5.33) and (5.27),

3(Ëßf tz 
Bo'(2, | = -Z-It tt 3t3tt 5'l ( 

^c)l 

/2[ t * 33 {3( A clt tz t 40

* 0(Àc)1.

Taking the difference of these tvo gives

Bo(zr) - Bo(zr) - 3Gt3f t2lo'(2.) =(2-rtt$3t3tE3'21 ' {3/{00}
.(Âcilt * o(Âc)t/21 ,

so that

upon division by 38.

From (5.10), (5.2n, (5.33) and (5.34), we have

Qo = - z-5t\3t45-t[t * o(Ac]t/zl

In view of the fact | + 0 as Âc - 0, we see, from (S.tt), (5.29) and

(5.31), that

Þs= 2'3i831l8[l + o(ac]l/21.(5.37)
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To compare the llmit, as Ac-r 0, of (3.J3) r/ith the classically obtained

result (3.3) requires the calculation of P(0, 0), Pt(O, 0) and Py(O, 0), where

P is the Pearcey integral of Chaprer II. Standard techniques Sive

P(0, o) = 2'ttzrrt t4lerilE
pr(o, ol - i2-ttzrßtqle3ni/8

Py(O, 0) = 0,

so thst use of these values for the Pearcey function and its derivatives,

alons vith (5.35) - (5.37), in (3.53) gives

(5.3E)

lno(4/3{6 , -t I tz}t-l/1P(0, o)

-i.qo4l3{6, -l ttll}.ttzPy(0, o)

- zir o4tS{6, -t I tzl\'ltûnrto, o¡¡ uirf-( I /{6)

= 2-7 
n rlls¡-t/{¡1 I I 4lenil 8 - iI/({5{6}

+ q23tl 3tt8r-3/4 . $ . f ß / 4¡, 3nil8 - iI/(45 {6 \ i gz. z,).

(5.38), toaether with f-(-3l{6) = 715{16 and f-"(-3 l{6) = -32/3{6 (t, =

-3t{:6 at rhe cusp), shovs ttrat (3.53) agrees with the classically obtained

approrimation given in (3.3).

6- Asymptotics Elsewhere of, the Geustic

Recall figure 4.l.Our discussion of the asymptotics of I-(I; b, c) (and

therefore of Q(-¡,y, z) for large x; cf.(t.3)) has been concerned vith
values of (b, c) near the caustic with b ¿ b0 > 0, close rc the arcs ioining (0,

0) to (4/3{6, -l / lÐor (0, I t 4) Lo (4/3{6, -l I l2l. In view of the faet that

I-(I; b, c) and I-{\ - b, c) are cumplex conjugates (recall the discussion in

S I of chapter III), we see that s/e can readily obtain the uniform

asymÞtotic behaviour of l-()t; b, c) near the caustic for b ( bo . 0, close to
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rhe arcs joining (0, 0) ro (-4t3{6. -tn?l or jointng (-4t3{6, -Ut?)ro (0,

U4l.
The restriction b I b0 > 0 can be weakened in our discussion of the

asyüptotics of l-(tr; b, c) to b I 0, provided ve restrict (b, c) to a band
around lhe arc of rhe caustic ioining (0, 0) to(4/3{6,-l/12). To see this,
ve üote that at (b, c) = (0, 0), f-'(t) = tt - t2, which has t, = -1, t0 = tt = 0, and
tz - I as zeroes. Thus, our work, based on the ordering of the zeroes t. ,

remains valid for b à 0.

Along rhe arc of rhe caustic joining (4/3{6, -lll2l to (0, lt4), s¡e have

9 (of equation (2.5)) equal to t¡/6. Along this portion of the caustic, t, = t.
since êr =êz there (cf. (2.4) an<l (2.6)). As (b, c) approaches (0, l/4) along
this arc, the saddles ts and to coalesce to-ll{2 vith t, =tz = ll{2. Thus,
the asymptotics of I-(I; b, c) can be dealt vith through the use of cubic
transformations after the fashion of Chester et aI ICFUI; one cubic
transformation vould be used with the pair t, and to , another being
applied io the pair t, and tr.

For those portions of the caustic above the line c - ll4, we are
presented vith a situation in vhich eractly two real saddles coalesce, and
then split into a complex conjugare pair a3 ve pass through the caustic
from below. This setting, as before, is amenable to tüe method of Chester
et al.

If it should happen that r is not a large parrËeter in Q(-r, f, z), and
both y and z are large, then we vould use the integral J, presenrcd in
equation (3.1.4), to eramine the uniform asymptotic behaviour of Q (of

course, if only one of r, y, or z is large, there is no need for uniform
asymptotic methods). The disct¡ssion in S 6 of chapter III appties in this
setting.

Finally, as we have noted in the previous two chapters, termwise
differentiation can be used to obtain uniform asymptotic erBansions of
the first order partial derivatives of Q for the case vhere the first
argumeût of Q tends to -m.
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Appendix

From the three identities

(l) zr*zr*zr=0

Q) zrzz, ztzr* ?,rzr^'È

(3) z,rzl,r= -rl

(see equations (4.3.9)) we proceed to develop a nunber of formulae

usefu! in obtaining (,{.3.19), (4.3.20) and U.3.21}. Onty a brief indication

of the calculation involved is 8iven.

E
I

zÈ(Al)

Square (l) and apply (2).

(A2) f trir, * z.2zr) = 3\
t(l

Form the product 0 = (zrzr* ztzt* zrzrl(zr* ,r* zr) and apply (3).

(A3) E'i =-3q
t

Form the product 0 = (zrz r rr' * ,r'Xzr* zr+ z¡) and apply (AZ).

(A4) äl(l
q'

Square (2) and apply ( I ).

z.'I

2..'2.'rl

ill



(A5)

Square (t) and apply (A{)

(A6) f, tr¡r, * z.\zil= 5rtË
r(l

Form the produ el (zrzrr z,,zsr zrzs)(zrt r ,ro r zr3)= 31Ë and apply
(At ) and (3).

(47) X t,tt,t = 3tt'- Çt
l(l

Form the producl(zrzzr? * 7.r2zst * zrzzr2){2122+ z1z3+zr?.rl--Ç3 and

apply (3) and (AZ).

(A8) f, {r,tr.t * z.'zll= 2Ët - 3qt
r(,

Square (zrzzr* ztzz" * zr'zs* ztzs|.! zz'zs+ z2\2)- 3r1 and apply (3),

(47), and (43).

(Ae) E r,tr,t = tt - 4rltË
l(l

Square (zr'zr' r zr2zsz * zr'zr'l = fz and apply (3) and (A I ).

(Al0) ä {r,r.t * zizisl = -zË'
r(l

Form the produ ct (zrz"* ztzsr zzzsl(ztz * zr' z"'l =-2Çe and âppty
(1)

The derivation of ú, = -Ez 12 + 38 has been done in chapter 4, S 3; to obtain

E t,' = zÈ'
i

il¿



U.3.20't, ve begin with

ú

+ t2 +

2 f,z,tz,trt6 
- Ë f,trfr,t *r.'rr'l/B ' nã,1ri',rirr'l/4

B ä
t

ç'ä zlz,'rt - Cu E krz,z + z,zl)tZ
r(l r(l

¡
7..
I

qBä ,Í * ,fU{,+ zlztrzzzcl * 2qB(zr r z, zr) * 382
i

U.3.21) is obtained by beginning with

úr = f-(tolf-(tr)f-(tr) = B(zr)B(zrle(zr)

= zr\ zr\ zs\ r 64 - (lt Szlfurz zr'zr'l 
ã 

,irr' r (Vt 6 xz,zrz, ) f,

* (En 6)E zr'2.' r (Ë2 t t6)(zr2zrzzrt, 
E 

r,t - (fi/Ex rrrrr)Ã(zrzrs r zrz,

- (EË/slX klzr' r zrzzr\l r (tt'/+Xzrzrzrlãr,t
i(i i

* (1s¡,{}ffitz,z,* r zrzrr! * (Bzt4lär,t - {ç3raxz r'zr'z,r'l
r(l t

. (qqt¡+)(zrzrzr)(zrz.z+ z1z3+ zrzr) * (gËz¡e)ä1"¡
l(l

z.tL'rl

t)

il3



- (q2!lz)(zrzrzrlkr* zz zr) - (qE8/2)f tr,t

- (qgz/z)lr¡ * r1s(zrz.zr) * 8qz(zrz, *ztzt+zrzrl
i

Equations U.3.20) and (4.3.21) follow upon application of ( I ) - (3) anO

(Al) - (At0).

,' 
r,r,ll

* qBz(zr* zrr zrl * Bl.
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